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PREFACE

S4ries (K-Oemphasizes Qpe
The Alaska See Week Curricul
oemore aspects of'the marine environment at eaeh4grade level.
Kindergarten materials, for .instance, are intended tO introduce
students to t1
exciting and curious world of the sea and shore.
At the other end of the series, materials for sixth graders
'
stress man's interactions with thelnarine environment. While
the subject matter at..each grade level is unique, as a whole the
grade level guides will wield a broad understanding of the marine
environment and its importance to'Alaskans.
.

The purpose of this. curriculum series is to help the teacher,
in interpreting the marine environment for elementary school
students. HoweVer, what is included bete is just a place to
began. As you read the following materials, you will find
factual information about many aaietts of the marine environment,
and suggestions for presenting these concepts to students through
multi-disciplinary activities both in the classroom and at field
--sites.
Materials are organized Into units, each covering a
single idea or subject. From these you, the teacher, may select
the units and activities which v best suited to your class,
cqrmunity and resources.
'4

"Sea Week" originate in Juneau, and these curriculum
materials are most applicable to southeast and southcentral
Alaska.
However, the Alaska Sea Grant Program has funded a
three year pilqt project to expand Juneau's successful Grogram
statewide. As Sea'Week is piloted in 14 Communities around the
state,. the Curriculurri Series will be expanded to meet the needs
of w4dtern, interior., and northern Alaska.
The strength o the
Sena ui",5;our comments and suggestions.
final edition will depend not only on those of us staffing the
project - but on you - your ideas and comments.
After you've
tried some of these activities - fill out and send in the
evaluation sheet at the back of this book. Thanks so.much!

Jill Thayer/Belle Mickelson, Coordinatdrs
Mary Lou King/Nancy Barr; Consultants'
Alaska Sea Grant Program
University of Alaska, Fairbanks, AK 99701
479-7631/7086
a.
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,INTRODUCTION

ti

A

Alaska has more than 33,000 milesof shoreline; the earth's
circumference is only about 25,000 miles.
Much of Alaska's.
complex and intricate shoreline is accounted for by the bays,
inlets,headiands, islands of Southeast Alaska. Here, in
. ,Alaskan communities large and small we live in close contact
with the marine world.
Some of us make our livings by fishing
or working for the Coast Guard, the'State's marine transportation system, or marine shipping companies. Most of us
spend at least some of our time sport
digging clams,
beachcombing,.or )ust gazing out at the increaible scenery of
snowcapped mountains and everchanging inland waters.
The dynamic marine environment of which we are a part is our
heritage, our trust.
It is only fitting'that our children
know that world intimately so that they can grow up in an
understanding of its complexities, it subleties, its importance.
This is of particular urgency n
that Alaska is facing 'increasing pressures to make deci moons that will effect the use
of her lands and seas for generations to come.
We, and qur
children, must have a part in the decision making processes
and the more knowledgeable we are, the more effective our
participation will be.
Teaching children about the world in which they live is important and perhaps it has never been more important than,it
is in Alaska today. 'Teaching facts and concepts aboutthe
marine wo41dis important but perhaps most important of all is
the teachi/i1Fof attitudes.
It .14 hoped that through the study
of marine life, students may gain the
1.

An increased interest in their environment.

2. 'A greater awareness, appreciatiOn, respect for. the
nSturl, world thatois So close about them here in
Alaska.
I
3.

The sheer delight, pleasure, happiness that can come

from observing and understanding)ne close dp.
4.

A sevitivaty to the, relationship between themselves
and their environeent.

If that can be accomplished, all our lives will be better
because of it....

Of,

ti

INTRODUCTION - FIFTH FRADE7-",

No one doubts the importance of fish and fisheries in Alaska.
Even a quick look at statistics will show you their value to Alaskans
nd to the nation. In 1978, for example, the Alaskan commercial
tch of fish and shellfish totaled more than 800 million pounds and
wholesale value of more than a billion 011ars. Salmon make up
h
d dollars - and crab,
both in pounds
ah ut half of that total
To catch and
e rest.
shrimp, halibutl. and other fish made up
process Alaska's fishery resources and to regulate the state's fisheries requires the work of many people. Al hough an exact figure is
hard to derive, i is estimated that at lieast 45,0.00 men and women

have jon.that a

related to Alaskan fishe,ries.

At lower grade levels in the Sea Week Curriculum, students have
been introduced briefly tg sometf the common fish pf Alaska0
In 5th grade, they will for the first time
shallow marine waters.
their history, management,
focus specifically on Alaska's fisheries
and on the fA:411 that support them.
and importance
Through the study,fifth graders may learn the following:
1.

The basic anatomy of a fish

2.

The names and life histories of fish with commercial
importance in'Alaska.

3.

The importance and use of fish as a food.

4.

The methods used to cAtc,hfish, both commercially and
for sport.

5.

The increasing role of hatcheries in Alaska.

.

.
#

6.

The significance Of fish and shellfish to Alaska natives both as food and as a part of their legends and-history.

The activities suggested for use in the teaching #Df these ideas
are multi-disciplinary. They involve.experienses in math, english,
Undoubtedly yoU the teacher will find addscience, music, and aft.
itional ways to incorporate the skills your students are learning with
the ideas suggested for consideratiori in this unit.

._

I

KNOWIN

THE TIDES

As a prerequisite to any SeaWeek activity:, your students should be able to`"
use the tide book. To become familiar with the tide book, perhaps it would
The
be useful to thumb through it and note,the different sections included.
Storm signals, a buoy guide, metric
tide otebles themselves are just one part.
conversion chart, radio frequencies, motor boat regulations,zand a guide to
fisherme2!s knots are also included,.

.

.

.
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SAVE IT
PEW INF ORSIATION NEXT YEAR
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METRICS FOR MARINE
For a complete book of metile
coRS
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ACTIVITIES.
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Review story warnings
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Write a story about being
lost on an island somewhere

Zro,'344'0 °
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iic Southeast Alaska.

Ask a fisherman, Scout or
Sdoqt leader to demonstrate
some of these knots.
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As the captioi in the front
of the the tide book states,
Diana is'the goddess of the
Perhaps at would be
tides.
fun to,learn more about that.
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Tide"tables and the metric cotiversion
charts can be the beginnings of some
fine arithmetic problems. Studen.4s can
convert knots .to kilometers to miTet7.
Math problems with leagues and fathoms
might be fun.
?

tOjs,
Ticfs
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REAQING THE TIDE TABLES:

1kgM
41
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- Compare the tides in different places
Why are there different times for
different places? Can you see any
relationship or generalization that
can be made for all three?
which days
have the highest and lowest tides?
- In your conimunity
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- Sometimes -there are extremely 1: .21 e
From reading .2.3/her
high and loW tides.
about what causes tides can you Atirri
figure out wh.,?
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WHAT IS. A FISH?
1
IchthyologAici'lytho = fish logy = words) is the study of fish.

Fi'sh are

Over"the
defined as aquatic, gill-breathing vertebrates equipped with fins.
generations, many species of fish have become extinct as therr environments
change and they do not. Jiving fish are usually divided into three groups.
Fish.that lack jaws and paired fins
(same fins on both sides of the
body) buthave "pouched" gills. Lampreys and hagfish are in this group.
T.

2.

Fish with "plate" gills (with walllike artitions betweenoil/ chambers),

movable jaws, paired appendages of cartIlage and backboies-of cartilage.
Sharks and rays are members of this group.
440

All more deve4oped fish having movable jaws
etohs are members',0T this group.

paired fins and bony skel-

y

Most of the fish we see in this area belong to the last group. The Wildlife
Notippok Series leaflets give a detailed account of some local fish.
ACTIVITIES:
-

Students'could do a report on a group of fish.

- After learning some differences between herring and salmon,jtudents might
write a skit and make costumes for a presegitation concerning -T7fe cycles,
fishermen trying to catch them, etc.'

yip

EXTERNAL STRUCTURE OF &FISH

F

There arc several reasOn.s,why Oople bother to learn the names of the external
featdres of a fish.
For .one, many species-have differences in one fin i)r. another.
The shark, for example, may have a caudal fin design which distinguishes it froim
other sWary. Secondly, biologists mark tagged, almon by removing the adipose
fin.
(Npt all species of fish even have adip
fins!) These are juA two of
.

the reasons for tHolis type OT'study.

,

.

.

.
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ACTIVITIES:

ectome

6im

2

,

.

.

v

-

.

If you can't get hold of some preserved fish, wear your old clothes and
study some fish you have collected.
If you work with fish you collect, tote the
slime or mucous%1)fe membrane that covers itS body.
This slime is important
to the health of the fish.
See if yqu can find out why.
-

- Science groups might label the fish's external features and describe howJins
are usedAtor swimming. OBIS (a University of Califf9rhia outdoor science program)
has an activity on animal movement in water which might ke appropriate.
(See
the bibliography for More details on' OBI'S.)
1

7 opis also has a. project calleThAttract

colors, shapes, etc. that4tattractfLO.
1

Students experiment with
They get to make their own lures.
a Pis, h."

4

i''

- Clean and dry the exte'ripr of a fisk and try,making fish prints.
instructions that follow are from The Lore of S,portfishing.

ir

I2
-11

Orr

The

f

,
GYOTAKU - 'JAPANESE FISH PRINTS

.Wash the fish thoroughly with deter., gent or 'rubbing alcohol- to remove all
trace of skin mucous, blood, etc. Rinse

with fresh water until all the detergent

isremovd.
If there' is anyciNce of the fish
spoiling before you are finished printing, the viscera should be removed.

2%

The fins otrdead fish tend to fold
A pin or small nail is thrust
into the muscular base of one of the
foremost spines.
The spine thus,erebted
will pull the remaining spines along.
Then formalin or alcohol should be
3.

down.

applied.

..,
g bag filled Ottr t sand is used
to hold the fish firml during prilg"Mg.
Thin pieces of wood or cardbOird
can be played beneath the finitto hold
them steady and well spread.
4.

°;11.'arM

qr
Another 'popular way to fix the'Iltb
is to split the fish into halves and
put the upper half on a wooden board
where it is fastened with pins or
small nails.
t.

J

THE INDIRECT METHOD:

In thtiffdirect method, a sheet
of thin rice paper is applied to the
surface of the fish and on,top of that
a thin damp towel-which is removed
when the paper is sufficiently moist.
6.

Paint or Chinese ink $s spread on
a plate and a tampo is dip* into it.
The amount of paint on ink absorbed
bithe tampo is tested by touching
it to a piece of paper. A large tampo
7,

,

can be used As A stamp pad.

Topch the paper very Tightly
,
stroking motion.
th= tampo, using
e k smaller tampo to bring out details.

8.

4

r 4

13

To keep the color from overflowing,
place a strip of paper along the outline
/ .of the fish body on top of the 'print.
9.

S.

-10. To remove the rice paper from the
fish, first gently moisten the back of
the fins with a Wet brush. After.a
while moisture will spread from underneath and the paper Will easily let
go from the fish bogy.
For a print to achieve the impression
of two fish swimming sidetby side,
make a print in the normal way. Then
make an extra print and cut it out with
Place the second print partly
scissors.
gn top of the first.
The final .printing
procedure is then followed.'

11.

4
41,

1'

In case the fish has dark spots or
stripes, a firm but not too thick paper
with appropriate cutoutsbshould be used
as a stencil.
Place this on top of
fish.
The cutouts are then filled
with paint or ink with a brush or tampo.

12.,

%

12

If the fish has white or light
colored spots, identical pieces of

13.

paper shoulOe cut, ut and put over
i

f

V

such spots so they,s Ow whep the rice'
paper is removed.

414,

'

1.1

THE DIHEIKMETHOD:
14., In the direct method, pairit-or ink
is applied dlie9tly to the fish- with a
flat brusii; a hard brush for oils or a
soft brush for watercolors.
15, If the conctve part of the fins
isto be accented, the brush should
be moved from the tail toward the head.
4

16.

If the convex part of the fin;
is to be accented, the brush should
be applied from head 0 tail.

14

15

f-

f4

14

4

A piece of rice paper is now carefully placed on the fish and rubbed
by the fingers all over the surface
17.

Olt fish.
8..

Accentuate detaifl with a thin

.brush.

19. If tl)e ,fishIMS light spots
proceed tn the same manner as described
in sketch

13.

THE TRANSPLANTING METHOD:
In the Tensho-ho or transplanting' 9
20.
method, oil is smeared'On top of the
fish.
With some sort of transparent
material, nylon, polyethylene, etc.;
an imprint can be made.

The imprint can pow be transferred
to other objects such as lampshades,
leather, books, etc.
21.

In the "quick method," a sheet
of thin paper 4s pressed against the
surface of the fish.
Inks, paint or
watOrcolor is then applied with a tampo
or brush as in the direct method.
22.

23., A rice paper is pressed against
the first paper and then is treated
in the direct method.
a
r

making prints of hard surfaces
such as shells, rocks, etc., a layer
of glue is first applied.
24.

/

A carbon paper is now pressed
upon the surface with the carbon side
A thin paper is pressed again
out.
the carbon paper and the impression
is created by rubbing with a-hard
object such as the bowl of a spoon.
25.

22

23

24

.25

0

s%

A LOOK INSIDE!

dissectingt This is 'good practise for learning exactitude and
Now about
Students will kncw how to use some tools of hjology, as well.
Check
care.

any biology text or high school elperiment workboqk for instructions on disPerhaps you might be able to "borrow" a high school biology student
secting.
to lead this activity.
Ip

Some things to look for:,,

,

,

1.
Gills - OBIS has a fine activity on water breathers. "When aquatic
animals move underwater, they create a variety of currents. These include
currents caused by swiMmin,4 feeding and breathing., These currents are
usually difficult to obsere because of the lack"of color contrast between
You can solve the 'invisible Current'
currents and the surroundi,ng water.
problem by_using diluted f-$_d-coloring, which safel,1' passes through animal

that actively pump 4ate'r Ichitugh thei r.bodi s ."

OBIS activity cards include
lists of materials needed
background information
preparation needed, octions4_,
stimulating qUestions and
vor
,a list of other related
activity cards.

,)Skeletal structures
re
- Note how fins are attached.
count vertebrae.

2.

.

Nervous system - The fish's system is basically divided into
three parts (brain and spinal cord; cranial- nerves in charge of
smelling, hearing, seeing and balance; the autonomic or automatic
nervous system). ,Perhaps students could locate the brain and see
how and where it's connected to the rest of nervous system. 1'
-S.

v

Students might

41'

16'.

I"

.

IA LOOK INSIDEccont.)

Gas bladder, also known'as the swim bladder - This organ acts to
regulate pressure by releasing and reabsorbing gas through a spkial
structUre in the bladder wall.' This allows the fish to travel at
varying depths without difficulty. The gas bladder can also act as
a weight regulating device, sound receptor and producer and secondaryv,
breat ing organ.
4.

- The fish heart is constructed to perform only single
This means that blood returning to'the heart passes
circulat
through t e ish's one atrium and one ventricle and is then.proAfter that, the blood con-.
7pelled toward the gills for aeration.
tinues directly on to the rest of the body.
5.

that is, blood goes to the heart
Mammals have double circulation.
which pumps it into the lungs for aeration. Then blood returns to
the heart to be pumped throughout the body.
ftc

5.

Pyloric caeca r These serve as part of the fish's digestive tract.

PO,

kidney

oinat con4

AVrrif

''49;141116.
//0'
411.

-0

4'111Lri
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-S(ALMON
*

One of the greatest natural phenomena in,our part of the world is the salmun.
All five.Alaskan species livefoi- a,time in the ocean and then return to the
freshwater stream of their birth to spawn and die.
But why are there five
species? Each one hastraits t4t make it a separate kind of fish.
Each
onehas its owl special envirohment and niche.
Fletse check the Wildlife Notebook Series for the different habits and
rhabjtats for each species of salmon.
The chart below illustrates some
Lof that information very simply.
average
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time immature
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systems, deep
water and
Coarse gravel
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4,000

1

- 3 years

16 lb

4 years

126 lb

4 or 5 years

70 lb

21 lb

3 - 5 years

5 lb

71
8,000

I year.

35 lb
.

riffle area

COMO

.

CHUM

5,000

1

1

- 4 yer

d

short diStance
from ocean in
many types of
gravelly areas

.

4.000

several
weeks

11 lb

304,7b.

3 - 4 years

2,600

several
weeks

4 lb.

12 lb.

2 years

.

PINK

'

small streams
over medium
gravel

1

1
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..
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ACTIVIJIES:

'- Students can use this Information to make life cycles for each species as
shown on the following' pages.
- Students can prepare a game of.chance canceling salmon life cycles.
-

crosswor d puzzles can be made tarveach 'stage of a salmon's- life.

- Students might research salmon migration patterns at sea.
- Streams of the Juneau-Douglas area'could be placed on a map and habitats of
each species could be pinpointed on the
map.
Have the students decide which would be tie best salmon to raise in hatcheries
if they were interested in fast production.
1 'D
isj

ti
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THE ANADROMOUS SOCKEYE, or red salmon (Oncurhynchus nerko (VlIalbaum), is native to the Pacific

coastal waters fromPoint Hope, Alaska, south to the Klamath River in California The sockeye, or blue

as it is called on the Columbia River, has long been regarded as one of the most important
commercial fish on the Pacific Coast, and in recent years, its potential as a sport fish has also been
back

recognized.

,

,

GENERAL DESCRIPTION Ocean-fresh sockeye are metallic greenish-blue on the dorsal surface with fine
black specklings The large black spots 4hichvare found on the backs of the silver, king and pink salmon are
completely lacking on sockeye The. sides are silvery:blending to white on the underbelly

Tha..maturtmale in fresh water is distinguished by its humped back, hooked upper jaw and brilliant red
coloration An the back bleilding to a deep, dark red on the sides. The headas olive -green and the lower jaw
and underside are pale white, The ventral, pectoral and caudal fins are metallic green The mature female in
fresh water lacks the humped back and the hooked jaw and usually has greenish-yellow bloitches on the
sides, in addition to the dark red
..

,

Sockeye young are recognized by their dark, mottled green back blending to an iridescent green and silver
on the sides. There are six to ten dark oval parr marks un the sides that are aLKAil the same length as the
width of the e . The parr marks barely .extend below the lateral line and Ire irregularly spaced along the
....
side of the bod .
V
.
.-

LIFE HISTORY In early summer, adult sockeye migrate from salt water back Lu the freshwater stream
system where they uriginated. The system normally has a lake Usually the adults pass thiuugh the lake and

spawn in its tributaries. Some, however, 43a wn in the lake outlets and uthers utilise the lake margin .
.
.
(beach spawners).
,-.
c.
t
.
. N.
While at sea, sockeye are bright and..filvery. In fresh water Ale adults acquire the characteristic red
coloration. The complete maturation prOcess requires une or tw,o munths and by late summer they are in
v.

full color and ready to spawn.
i

Upon entering the spawning area, the female digs a nest, or redd, -314th her tail fin. The eggs ato.deposited in
the downstream portion of,the redd and are fertilized by une or more riales. During the spawning act the
lerriale continues to enlarge the redd upstream and thus covers tie eggs previously depusitecl Both, males%
.
.
.
and ?males die after spawning, usually within two weeks.
.....

1

During the fall Likikk winter, the eggs deci lop into sic-fry, or :items -I like tiny fish live in the gravel.
tridiring the food matt rink t witaiiied in tht yolk of the egg l'he young fry move into Likes in early sprirc
fit sh w.ttc r lx fork migrating to sea Ill the Ailing as suiults The migration of
smolts to salt water usually clots by midsummer.
and spend IYlk1 l,i 1llulk yk .u,
S

Aftcr two lu /our stars in salt water, ntaturk fish usually have attained creigiltsiaryingfrurxi four to eight
pounds, but wk Lids up to 15 5 pounds h.ivt In t n recorded In Alaska, it is usually' during the foku-th. fain
or sixth star of ht.t thal the fish return to fresh water to spawn Some males mature after spending only
one year in salt water and retprn as "jacks."
Each year more and mole people take up the challenge of spurt fishing for sue keye. Their rewards include
fast action, beautiful scenery and excellent eating from one of Alaska's finest fish.
CONINIF.RCIAL, F 161 I E. RI The sockeye, commonly R frrred .to as "monk y -fish" by commercial fish( riner

is *one of Alaska s must taluuoie resources 1 he average yearly catch from, 1955 to 1971 was vurth
appro%imately ')In 1 million, or titer twice the original pure hase price of Alaska

tate is Bristol Bay, which is also the largest single
The prirriary sot keve production area of t
sockeyeproductiii; area in the world The cep rat, sucithea0.t rn and northeastern regions of the,state also
have sockeye runs which contribute significantly to the commercial fishery
The must cOliiiriVik rrit tliods of commercial fishing fur sociieye are drift gill net (Bristol Bay and Cook hile't
primarily), purse seine and set gill net

r

In some areas of the state, major sockeye runs were reduced by earlier ewlpitation of the fishery and
biological conditions liiniting productivity, su that only tokens of the origingl runs remain today The
Department of Fish and Game has initiated programs to restore these valuable salmon stocks Restoration
of sockeye runs and establishment of new sockeye stocks arc perhaps among the most difficult and
challenging problems to be solved by departmeril Imelomts

FOOD IIABI IS The major frrsiiv.ater food of young sockeye is minute planktonic erustacea althout.h
insects are occasionally eaten, the first gill art ii iii the throat region of the fish h3s 30 to 40 long, fine g1,1
rakers w hie h strain the food organisms from the water passing through the gills Once in the ocean. the
young sockeye feed ruraciouQly un marine planktonic forms, chiefly small crustaceans Adult salnic..
discontinue feeding upon r6-entry to fresh water
SPORT FISIIER\ . Sport fishermen seldolb, hook the sockeye clkilc in salt wattr, but catch them just after
their leturn to Ire sh +-ater flay aie generally t onsidt Rd to tic unpalatable after attaining a bright red
coloration The de terioration of flesh quality is due to the fish utilizing its stored oils and minerals once it
has ceased to iced

Oceasiopaily a segment of tlit lake-rearing population of sockeye salmon fad to migrate to
Or a pliy sisal barrier niay prevent the normal st award migration
Allen this occurs, a landlocked ivulation of sockeye sal e called Kokance may dec crop,
KO/CAIN.F.F.

sea Ihis May occur out of ' choice

These fish exhibit all of the physical characteristics o anadronious socks Is' with the secs aeon of size
the Kokanee r.irkAy e.cekels 1 I knell( s in.lt ngth the life Instoo of these "landlocked salmon is the same
as their anadruniuus euunterp.trts, liuwerer, the uccaa riasc. of Clicir lift cycle is absent, therefore they do
valaed as sp,ort
occur, Kokance salmon are
is Ilk
not contribute to our commercial ii.dieries
ieservuilb
ill
Alaska
and
many
of
the
Iowa
18 states
fish and hare Men introduced ins.old-lrater lakes
Valve of ihr Sock( v

Frank Vaniltille
Revised and reprinted 1978
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Figure 7.--Life cydle of sockeye salmon.
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THE KING',SALMON lOncorhyrichus t,4iatt yi-st.ha)

.....

.

4,

Alaska s state fish and is one of the most important
sport and comrrivt.ial fish native to tie Pacifit coast of North America It is the largest of all Pacific salmon
with weights of individual fish tommunly exceeding 30 pounds A 126-pound king salmon taken in a fish
trap near Petersburg, Alaska in 1949 is the largest on record
)b

'The kirig -salmon has numerous local names In 1\ ashington and Oregk king salmon are called chinook,
while in British Columbia they are tailed spring salmon Other naams are quinnatiN tyee, tule and
blaiakmouth.

.,#,,
RANGE In North Ameni..a, king salmon ra/'Inge from the Monteree y Bay area of California to the Chukchi
Sea area of Alaska On Lht (-Ulan L.c,,p king salmon occur from the Anadyr River area 6f Siberia southward
to Hokkaido, Japan

In Alaska, iti is abundant from the Southeastern panhandle to the \ ukoi( River Max,' populations return to
the Yukon, Kuskokwim, Nushagak, Susitna, Kenai, Copper, Alsek, Taku and Stikine rivers Important runs
-.,
also occur in many smaller streams
GENERAL DESCRIPTION. AdulLs are distinguished by the ,black irregular spotting on the back and dorsal
fins and on both lobes of the caudal or tail fin, King salmon ako have a black pigment along the gum line
1
whicll gives them the name "blackmouth" in some areas.
In the ocean, the king salmon is a robust, deep-bodied fish wadi a bluish-green coloration on the back which
fades to a silvery Lolidi un the sidesand while un the belly. Colors.i f spawning king salmon in fresh water
range from red Cu topper Lu almost blat.k, depending on luLation and egree of maturation. Males ;up more

deeply colored than the females and also are distinguished by their ridgeback' condition and by their
hooked nose or upper ,aw Juveniles in fresh water are recognized by well-developed parr marks whit.h are
4

bisected by the lateral line.

111

titi

gPPIV11111

LIFE HISTORY Like all ali' ec les of Pacific salmon, king saInion are anadromous The hatch in fresh
water, spend

'

of their life iii the ocean and then spawn in fresh water. All kiligs die

l' spawning.

salmon
y become sexually mature from their second through seventh year arid as result, fish in ,
any spawning run may vary greatly in size. For example, a mature three - year -old will prof bly weigh less9
than four pourids, while a mature seven-year-old may exceed 50 poqnds.

Females tend to IA older than males at maturity. In many spawning runs, males out Limber females in all
but the six- and seve -year age groups Small lungs that mature after spending only cone winter in the ocean
are commonly referred to as jacks and are usually males Alaska streams normally receive a single run of
''' king salmon in the period from May througlilluly.
'
King salmon 'often make ektensive freshwater spawning migrations to reach their home streams in some of
the larger river systems Yukon River spawners bound for Zhu extreme headwaters in Yulc,NTerritory,
Canada, will travel more than 2,000 river miles during a 60-day period
K

li

...

salnion do riot feed during the freshwater spawning niigration so their condition deteriorates gradually

dun the spawning run as they utilize stored bo9 materials for energy and for the development of
'reproductive products'
!

Each female deposit. from 3.000 to 14,000 eggs in several gravel nests, or redds,
she excavates in
ielatively deep, moving water Iii Alaska, the eggs usually hatch in late winter or ear y spring, depending on
time of spawning and Aater t7mperature

,

Tilt lit wly hatched fish, called alevins. live in tlic gravel for several weeks until they gradually' absorb the
food in the attached yolk sac These juveniles, called fry, wigle up through the gravel by early spj-ing.
hi Alaska, most juvenile king salmon remain in fresh water until the following siring when they migrate to
the ocean in their §eeond year of life These seaward migrants are Called smolts
Juvenile lungs in resli water first feed on planktoh, then later'eal insects. In the ocean, they eat a variety of
organisms inclu ring herring, pilchard, sandlance, squid and crustaceans Salmpn grow rapidly in.the ocean
adf often double their weight dunng a single summer season

CO,' AERCIAL FISHERY 3,\Iorldwide king salmon catches during 1967-71 averaged slightly more than 3,5
millionfisli per year. The Linited States harvested approkiniately 52 per cent of these fish, while Canada
took 33 per cent., Japan 12 per cent and Russia 3 per cull Alaska's annual harvest during this penod
averaged about 639,000 fish per year, o; about 21-4tirer cent of the North American catch The majority of
the Alaska catch is math in tilt Southeastern, Bristol Bd.), and Arclic-Yukon-Kuskokwirn areas Fish taken
commercially average about 18 pounds The majority of tlic catch is made with troll gear and gill nets.
Then_ is an e ticcllel11 rriaricel for king salmon because of thcir large site and e-Acellent table qualities. Recent
catches in Alaska have had first wholesaleyack values approaching $6 million and brought fishermen nearly
S4 million per year

' SUBSISTENCE AND SPORT FISHERY Catches by Eskimo and 'Indian subsistence fishermen in the
Yukon and Kuskokwirn rivers have averaged about 60,000 king salmon annually in recent years. The king
salmon is perhaps thu most highly prized sport fish in Alaska and is extensively fisted by anglers in the
Southeastern and Cook Inlet areas Trolling with rigged herring is the favored method of angling in salt
water while lures and salmon eggs are used by freshwater anglers Elie sport fishing Iprvest of king salmon
is over 26,000 annually with Cook Inlet and adjacent watersheds contributing over half of the catch.
Ron.Regnart
Stan Kubik

a

Ite%ivrcl and replinted 19178
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Figure 9.--Life cycle of chinook salmon.
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C0110 SALMON (Opcorhynchus kisutch) (A&albaurri), are also called silver salmon in central and western
areas of Al,aska This species of Pacific salmon is found in coastal waters of Alaska from Dixon Entrance in
Southeastern to Point Hope on the Chukchi Sea The'y'also occur in the Yukon River to the Alaska-Yukon
border

Collo are characterized by being aggressive and highly adaptable Juvenile forms are found in almost any
type of rearing environment,,and adults feed on a wide variety of food organisms and grow atremely
rapidly during their 11/2 years of °cell residency
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Adult coho are the second largest species of salmon, weights to 36 pounds and
lengths to 35 inches An averagelid 1-sized adult will usually be about 10 pounds and 29 inches long Small

dark spots are present on the back and usually on the upper lobe of the tail, but the spots and gums are
not as darkly pigmented as in the chinook salmon The "wrist is unusually broads and a silvery plate is
evident ,on the tail In stages of spawning coloration, both sexes turn dark with a maroon reddish color
on the sides, and the male develops a pronounced hooked snout with large teeth Occasionally, preKicious
males return to spawn after only three to six months at sea? These small "jacks" resemble adults but have
more rounded' tail lobes Juvenile who have parr marks ev'enly distributed above and below the lateral
line, with thest parr marks narrower than the interspaces. No black spots are visible on the dorsal fin
The anal fin has a lung leading edge usually tipped with white and all of the other fins afe frequently
tinged with orange

LIFE H1STORI, Woho salnion enter spawning systems from August through November, usitraily daring
periods of peak high water The adults school in pools, pond,or lakes for several weeks until ripe, then
move into shallow tributaries with clean gravel riffle areas to spawn Spawning frequently takes place at
night The female digs a depression by turning on her side and using rapid body and tail motion The female
protects her neat area, and males frequently chafe and combat each other lot occupancy of this same area
Spawning takes place when a mare moves close beside the female, and body vibrations simultaneously
induce egg deposition and sperm emission Several nests and spawning acts occur until the female has
deposited from 2,400 to 4,500 eggs This spawning takes place in Alaska from late Septtrnhei through
Janugy, and spawned-out eoho may be seen in sorrream area as Late as March.

The egg develops slowly during the cold winter months

tches to early sprig, and then the embryo

remains in the gravel and utilizes the eFg yolk material until emerging in May or June. The young fry school
Lri shallow amp along, the stream shoreline, but soon establish an individual territory which they defend
from other javenile coho with aggressive displays and nipping. This teiritory is usually along the shoreline
or behind a log or boulder where the young fish does not have Lv gghtahe current, but can dart out to feed
on adult surface insects or drifting insect larvae which constitute its principal squrce of food. Theluveniles
will grow rapidly during the early bummer months arid find deeper pool areas or spring-f0 side ponds Lo
spend the winter They will spend one, two or three winters in the stream befort rnirating to sea as a smolt

in the early spring. Coho also frequent]; rear in ponds or lakes, where they feed along shoreline areas.
Rearing may also occur in bmclush water lagooniareas.

Little is known of ocean life of Loh° salmon, although tagging in the Gulf of Alaska has indicated that a
Iarge number of Southeastern Alaska coho move north along the coastline until reaching the vicinity of
Kodiak Island, where the Alaska Gyre is followed counter-clockwise until the return to the stream of ongin.

-

COMMERCIAL FISHING. The +,omaierual catch of coho salmon un Alaska is about two million fish' per

year About one million of these are taken in Southeastern Alaska, will the catch nearly evenly divided
between the troll and net fishenes. High quality troll-caught Loo are now frequently frozen whole and
shipped to European markets where they are smoked and sold as a delicacy. The net catches consist of
seine - caught ...oho taken as they enter straits for
waters, and catches from gill nets set near the
mouths of maid coho nvers.
ti

SPORT FISHING The coho salmon is the major marine sport fish in the state and is available in coastal
waters from July through September: They are readily utken by moiling or mooching with riernng, streamer
flies or a vonet-y of lures. CNA., are spectacular fighters and the most acrobatic of the Pacific salmon. They
are aL.0 a popular stream fish, being accessible to most anglers from August through October, and readily
take salmon egg clusters, spoons, spanners and streamer flies.

Cu'ho have been
in a variety of land locked lakes in the state and have resulted in good sport
fisheries. They are able to more readily compete with JuLkleback populations which have proved to be such

4-1emesis to panted trout. Land lockeihjcoho have been observed up Lo, eight pounds in one Kenai
Pefnnsula lake.

3

4

Richard A. Marriott
Sidney M. Logan

Refinnted1978
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CHUM SALMON, fOricorhynchus keta), have the widest distribution of any of thePAcific salmon. They
range ,oath to the titcramento River in California and to the island uf Kyushu in the Sea of Japan. In the
north they range east in the Arctic Ocean to the Mackenzie River in Canada and west to the Lena River in
the L S S R. Chum salmon have been the least utilized of all Pacific salmon in Alaska until recent years,
except in arctic and northwestern Alaska There they are known as dog salmon' and" are a traditional
source of dried fish for winter use
gENERAL DESCRIPTION Ocean fresh chum salmon are metallic greenish-blue on the dorsal surface (top)
vith mtdium size black speckles They are difficult to distinguish from sockeye and coho salmon at this
time withtut examining their gills Chum have fewer, but larger gillrakers than other salmon. After nearing
fresh ,voter, however, the chum salmon changes colorparticularly noticeable are vertical bars of green and
purple, which give them the- common name, call ,, salmon. The males,develop the typical hooked snout
of Pacific salmon and very large teeth which partially account for their other name of dog salmon." The

feiriales have a d4rk horizontal band along the lateral line, their green and purple vertical bars are not
obvious.

LIFE HISTO
Chum salmon often spawn in small side channels and other areas pf large rivers where
up welling sprin s, provide excellent conditions for egg survival They also spawn in many of the same places
as do pink salmon, i.e., small streams and intertidal zones. Some chum in the Yukon River travel over 2,000
miles to J pawn in the Yukon Territory. These have the brightest color and possess the highest oil content of
any chum salmon when they begin their upstream journey.

Chum salmon ,pawning is typical of Pacific salmon with the eggs deposited in redds located primarily in
upwelling spring areas of streams. Female chum lay as many as 2,700 eggs. Chum do not have a period of
freshwater residence after emergence uf the fry as do ctknook, curio and sockeye salmon. Chums are -similar
03 pink salmon in this respect, except that chum fry do not move out into the ocean in the spring as
quickly as pink fry Chum fry feed on small insects in the stream and estuary before forming into schools in
salt water where their diet usually consists of zooplankton. By fail they move out into the Gulf of Alaska,
where they spend one or more of the winters of their three- to six-year lives In southeastern Alaska most

chum salmon mature at fuur years of age,'although there is considerable variation in age at maturity

28 "

21
between streams, there is also a higher percentage of older chum in the northern areas of the State Chum
vary in size at maturity from four to over 30 pouAdsollbut usually range from seven to 18 po nds, with
females usually smaller than males

,SPORT FISHERY. Sport fishermen only occasionally hook chum salmon in either fresh or salt water, and
usually as they are trolling for other Pacific salmon After entering fresh water, chum are seldom highly
palatable unless srripked In the Yukon and other rivers in arctic Alaska, however, chum sayrion remain an
important year-round source of fresh and dried fish
COMMERCIAL FISHERY. In the last few years an average of five million churn salmon, worth over $15
million, have been caught in Alaska Most chum are caught by purse seines and drift gill nets, but fish wheels

and set gill net harvest a portion of the catch Until recent years, chum were the least utilized of all the
Pacific salmon as a commercial species In many areas they have been harvested incidental to the Latch of
pink salmon Scarcity of other Pacific salmon and the development of markels for fresh and frozen chum in

Japan and northern Europe have increased their demand, especially in the last decade The Alaska
Department of Fish and Game has recently begun to build hatcheries primarily for chum salmon
production.
James R Dangel
Printed 1978
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'The PINK SALMON i Oncorhyneh.iss gorbi4schai iS also known as the humpback or ...humpy because of
its very pronounceti, laterally flattened hump whi..h develops un the bask of the adult male before
spawning. It is sailed the bread and butter' fish in many Alaskan coastal fishing ocimmunities because uf
its importance to commercial fisheries and thus to local ef,ono mies., Pink salmon also contribute
substantially to the catch of spurt anglers arid subsistence users in AI
It is native to Pacific and Arctic
coastal waters in the east from riortftprn California 100 the Mackenzie River,r Canada, and in the west from
the Lena River in Siberia to Korea. ***

ti

GENERAL DESCRIPTION. The pink salmon is the smallest of the Pacific salmon found in North Americf
with an average weight uf about three and one-half or four pounds and average length uf 215 to 25 inches.
An adult fish returning to coastal waters ns bright steely blue on top and silvery un the sides with many VP
large black spots on the back and entire tall fin. Its scales are very small and the flesh is pink. As the fiih,
approaches the spawning streams the bright appearance of the male is replaced by brown to biask above,
with a white belly, females become chive green with dusky bars or patches above and a light-colored betty.
By the time the male enters the spawning stream, it has developed the charactenstic hump and hooked
jaws. Juvenile pink salrrion are entirely silvery, without the dark vertical bars, or parr marks, of the young
of other salmon species.
LIFE HISTORY Adult pink salmon enter Alaskan spawning streams between late June and mid- Ou.tober.
Different races or runs 4 differing spawning times frequently oc,sur in adjacent streams or even within

the tune stream. Most pink salmon spawn within a few miles of the coast and spawning within the
intertidal zone at the mouth uf streams iS very. common. Shallow riffles where flowing water breaks over
coarse gravel or c.ob,ble sire rusk and the downstream ends of pools are favored spawning grounds. The
female pink salmon carries 1,500 tki 2,000 eggs depending on her size. She digs a nest or redd with her tail
and releases the eggs into the nest. They are immediately fertilized by 4.,rie or rave males and then ciivered

by further digging action of the female. The process is commonly repeated several times until all the
female's eggs have been released. After spawning, both males and females SkAili die, usually within twoweeks.

3
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Sometimes during the winter, eggs hatch into alevins, oil fry with yolk sacs attached The eilevins fe(e-d on the

yolk material for continued growth, development and energy In late winter or bprIng, just as the yolk
material is becoming depletvd, the alevins swim up out of t1 gravel and migrate downstream into salt
water The emergence and outmigration of fry is heaviest during hours of darkness and usually lasts for
several weeks Pefore all the fry have emerged.

Following entry into salt water the juvenile pink salmon move along the beaches in dense schools near the
surface, feeding on plankton, lary ?l fishes and occasional Insects Predation is heavy on the very small,

newly emerged fry, but growth is rapid By the next fall, at an age of about one year the juvenile pink
salmon are tour to six inches long and are moving into the ocean feeding grounds in the Gulf of Alaska and
Aleutian Islands areas High seas tag-and-recapture experiments have revealed that pink salmon originating
from specific coastal areas have characteristic distributions at sea which art overlapping, nonrandom and
nearly identical from year to year The range of Alaskan pink salmon at sea overlaps that of pink salmon
from Asia, British Columbia and Washington

Prk salmon almost invariably mature in two years which means that udd-y ear and even -year populations
are essentially unrelated Frequently in a particular stream oneile or the other Todd -year or even) will
predominate although in some streams both odd- and even-year pink salmon are about equally abundant
Occasionally cycle dominance will shift and the previously weak cycle will become most abundant

COMMERCIAL FISHING In the early years fixed and floating fish traps were employed extensively to
catch pink salmon, such traps were prohibited following 1959 Now most pink salmon an taken with purse
seines and drift or sel gill nets Lesser numbers are taken with troll gear or beach seines The average annual
Alaska harvest since 1952 of 23 3 million pink salmon comprises about 67', of the total North American
catch and about 217.- of the total catch worldwide

Pink salmon fisheries are important in all coastal regiuri, of Alaska south of Kotzebue Sound Commercial
canning and salting of pink salmon began -in the late 1800s and expanded steadily untilabout 1920 Runs
declined markedly during the 1940s and 1950s, however, intensive effort is being malt to rebuild and
enhance those runs through hatcheries, fish ladders and improved regulatory management
Alan Kingsbury
1978
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HALIBUT
The halibut is an interesting fish to study because of the metamorphosi'
(meta = change, morphe = form) it undergoes during the first six months of
its life. 4 The left eye migrates to the right side of the fish so both eyes
are on "top". The coloring of the halibut (dark on top and light on the
bottom) he
the fish avoid being seem by prey or predators. Female halibui.
may live p to 40 years and weigh up to 500 pounds.

ACTIVITIES:

0
- Compare the life cycle of the halibut with that of the salmon.
the major differences?

What are

.

- The salMon and halibut eat different food.
for what it eats?

Now is the body of each adapted

..

.

_

- CommerCial halibut fishing is regulated by an international commission.
Can the class think of reasons why this is so?
(e.g. where do adult halibut
live?)

Develope a prey-predator game with the protective coloration.
- Make up a "yarn" about trying to land a 400 pound halibut.

.
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Alaska Departihent of Fish aid Game
Wildlife Notebook Series
THE 1 Al4Fil HALIBUT illiPPugiussus srenuiepsi was balled Italy butte in Middle English, meaning the
flatfish to be eaterron holy days.

liF,INERAL Df,SCitIPTICAs. Halibut. are mure elurigated than must flatfishes, thitio.-width being about
ynediird the length. Small scales are erribedded.in the skin Halibut have both eyes uri their dark or upper

side. The coiur..un the dark side varies but tends to assume the culuratiun of the uceari bottom. The
underside lb< lighter, 21ppeanrig inure like the sky fruni below. This culur aclaptatiuri allows halibut to avoid
detectrbn by both prey and predator,
.

A a E. HO TUB i Spawning generally takes place from Nuve4mber u. March During spawning season mature

mates arid lemales are found alung the edge uf the cunia.iierit.al shelf Males are sexually mature at seven or
!males may first becurrie mature betwteri the ages of eight arid twelve. Each adult female
eight years
r ays two to three miiiiun eggs annually, depending un her size The fertilized eggs hatch after fifteen days.
Because eggs and hatched postlarvae are free-fluating, they May be transpurted liurilreds uf

must riulai.eable is the
During the six-muntri free-floating stage, many changes Lake place. One of
the surface arid are
ri
migratiun .iif the left eye iv the right side uf the fish. During this time
Licari life, feeding un
carried to shailuwer waters by the prevailing curreittas Then juvenile hali tit begs
shrimp and usher small crustaceans. Frum uric to three years the juveniles stay vri,the uishure gruunds. At
about five to seven years halibut move offshore.
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Halibut live quite a long time, .but their growth rate varies depending on locations and habitat conditions.
Females grow faster-than males arid also live longer. The oiliest recorded female was 42 years old and the
oldest male was 27 years of age. Halibut are the largest of all flatfish The largest ever recorded fur the
northern Pacific was a 495-pound fish caught near Petersburg, Alaska.

FOOD HABITS. Being strung swimmers, halibut are able to eat a large variety of fishes (cud, turbot,
pollocki plus some invertebrates such as crab arid shrimp. &dine-Lin-1es halibut leave the ocean bottom to
feed on pelagic fikh like sandlance and herring.

FISHERIES. Halibut, along with salmon, provided subsistenie f'r several Pacific Coast Native groups.
Much folklore is found concerning the halibut. Each fishhook used by the Indians was carved with special
designs to bring good luck and large fish The halibut were smoked and dned,for winter use
Commercial fishing probably began in 1888 when three sailing ships from New England fi,hed off the coast
of Washington State. As the industry grew, company-owned ,steamers carrying several smaller fishing dories
dominated the fishing

Tuda, must halibut fishing off Southeast Alaska and Canada is done in owner-operated boats. Gear
consists of units called skates which are composed of five or six lines of groundline of fifty fathoms each.
Loups of twine are attacht at regular intervals to which gangiObs about, five feet long are joined. Each
gangion has a hook at the end The',hook is baited with fresh or frozen herring, octopus or other fres'?
fish Depending un fishingtground, time of year and bait used, gear eerriains in the water from four to thirty
hours before being checked. Halibut are cleaned as Duuri as they are brought aboard and then they are put
tin we to keep them fresh.
.

Some halibut are caught while sport fishing This is usually incidental to other fishing.

Fishing fur Pacific halibut is regulated by the International Pacific Halibut Commission. Members from the
United States and Canada meet yearly to review research, cliek the progress of the commercial fishery and

make regulations fur the next fishing ,seasun The manaiernent of halibut fishing by this commission is
intended to allow a maximum sustained yield of .halibut
Tamara Smid
1978
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Range of Pacific Halibut
imAiasha
(shaded area)
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Life Cycles of Selected Marine Animals
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The focus on salmon fishing to the ketchikan area has
perhaps obscured the potential of other marine resources.
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DOLLY VARDEISI
The young sea-run Dolly Varden occupies a similar habitat as the young Cot
salmon but, with some important differences. Read the ENS on the Dolly Varden
These are the two species you will work with on the field
and review the Coho.
trip. Note: the Dolly Varden will also return to spawn in the stream it was born.
The fish does not necessarily die after releasing its eggs or spiptin but may
live to spawn again.

ACTIVITIES:

- Decide on Sour basic differences between t e Dolly and Coho (6.41. surface
feeding vs. bottom feeding) and design a pack of 52 cardS repeating these
Decide on rules so each student must get all
characteristics equally.
four characteristics to make up a fish and win a point. This could be
expanded for all the fish species read about here.

- Using the ms for reference, draw the life cycle for the Dolly Varden,
'

along the same lines as those for the salmon and halibut.

- Find out the story behind the names of the Dolly Varden.
- Draw a cross-section ,of a stream where bath Dolly Varden and Coho salmon
live.
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DOLLY VARDEN

in Alaska
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Wildlife Notebook Series
DOLLY VARDEN iSatuelinus rnalrnal Ralbaum) are abundant in most coastal waters of Alaska from lower
Suuttipastern Lc, the tip uf the Aleut ri Chain and itu the Bristol Bay area. Over most of this range, both
anarirornous (seri lun) and normi
ry populations occur. Must uf uur infurmation on the life, history of

Dolby Varden is on the sea run. v

ty. Little is known of the habits of Alaskan 110111gratory Dolly

Varden.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Young D lly Varden have about eight to 10 wide dark parr marks or oval
blotches which ..untrast with the mut ed olive brown culut of their budy. The sea-run fish are slivery with
an uhvbfireen to brown
tk dorsal/ surface and numerous red to orange spots km their sides. The
mature.males beuurrie bnlliantr on the lower body surface, and the lower fins become reddish black with
white along the leading edges. Mature Females are similar but are less brightly ..ulureeMales develop an
extended lower jaw which huuks ypward, fitting into a gruuve wkiich is formed in the upper jaw. A hook
also forms in the females, but rs considerably less developed.

Doily Varden belong to a gruup of fish called chars. The light spots on their sides distinguish them from
most trout and salmon which are usually black spotted or speckled.
LIFE,HISTORY. Dully Varden spawn in streams, usually during the fall in OLtober and November. The
female, depending vii her size, may deposit from 600 to 6,000 eggs in depressions or redds which she
constructs in the strearnbed gavel by digging with her tail fin. The male usually Likes no part in these
nest-building activities and spends must uf his Lime fighting and chasing.pther males. When the female is
ready to deposit her eggs, the male rnoves to her side and spawning bepas. Sperm arid eggs are released
simultaneously into the redd.

The eggs develop slowly in the ,...61d water temperatures usually present dur4 the incubation period.
in March, lout to five months after fertilization. After hatching, the young
Hatching of the eggs may
Dully Varden obtain fuud from their yolk sac and usually du nut emerge from the gravel until this food
source is used. Emergence usually occurs in April or May.

r
their first migration to sea. During this rearing
The young rtin'y Varden rear in streams before beoaming
periud,ithea growth is slow, a fact whidi may be attributed IA, their somewhat mak.tive habits. Young Dully
\arden often remain on the buturtn, hidden from view under stones and lugs or in undercut areas along the
stream bank.Jhese habits are different from Lhuse of the more aggressive who salmon young Willa often
frequent the same habitat.. Cull(' young are usually seen swimming arid feeding neat the water surface while
the Dolly Varden young seldom swim and appear Lo select most of their loud from the stream bottom.
Doily Varden migrate to sea in then third or fourth year. Aithis Lane they are about five inches lung and
are leaned smolts. This migracturi usually occurs in May or June, "although significant but smaller numbers
.4
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have been recorded migrating to sea in September and October. Once at sea, they begin a fascinating
pattern of migration.
,
After their first seaward migration, Dolly Varden usually spend the rest of their life wintering in add
migrating toland from lakes, Those hatched and reared in a lake system carry un annual feeding migrations
to sea, returning to the lake each year for the winter However, Dully arden originating from nordflite
systems must seek a lake in which to winter. Recent research indicates that they find lakes by random
searching, migrating from one stream system Lu another until they find one with a lake. OliciL a lake is
found,ithese fish may also conduct annual seaward migiatioris in the spring, sometimes entering other
stream systems in their search for food
At maturity, Dolly Barden return to spawn in the stream from which they onginqted. The fish possess the
ability to find their home stream without randomly searching as was the case in their original search for a
ngreturn to the lake shortly thereafter.
lake. Those that survive the rigors of spa
Most Dolly Varden reach maturity at ge five and six At this age, they may be 12 to 16 inches long and
may weigh from 0 5 to 1 pound Mortality after spawning varies, depending on the sex.and age of the Dolly
arden Males sufici a much higher mortality after spawning, partly due to the fighting and the subsequent
damage inflicted to each other It is doubtful that much more than 50 per cent of the Dolly Varden live to
spawn a second time. A small number live to spawn more than twice Few Dolly Varden appear to live
longer than e 4,111 years Maximum size for most holly aideii is between 15 and 22 inches and from 1 to 3
pounds.,Itowever, occasional 9 to 12 pound Itinkers are reported
SPORT FISHINCr Dully tiarderl are one of Alaska s most important and sought-after sport fish The fish is
unique as it is the only member of the family Sabiamidue, exk_luding,salniun, that has readily adapted to the

numerous smallio-rneeliuni size nonlake streams that enter our saltwater areas Its importance and
popularity can only increase as oui population increases and further restrictions are placed un heavilj,
utilized salmon streams

To fish successfully for sea-run Dully if arden in Alaska un0 should have a knowledge of their migratory
habits Since the Dolly Varden migrate to sea from lake% in the spring, a lake outlet stream, stream mouth
or associated beach should be good from April through June Good Doily if arden fishing can be found in
saltwater during May, June and July. As the mature fish return to their home stream to spawn and feed in
August and September, must coastal streams in Southeastern Alaska and up through the Aleutian Chain
provide good fishing for Dolly '\,arden. Try fishing near spawning salmon, in deep holes and at the creek
mouth on an incoming tide Lake fishing for sea-run Dolly Varden can be good from late August through
November The fish begin entering lakes in late August and are in prime condition after their spring and
summer growing season. Ice fAhing in lake.x.cluring the wiiitei can also provide excellent sport for those
willing to brave the elements

Like its close relative, the Eastern brook trout, the Dolly arderi is excellent for eating Catch one which
has been at sea for awhile arid you have a fish unsurpassed in quality The flesh is pink, firm and full of
flavor. Fyi-, variety, try smoking some of your catch ur cooking them in the hot coals of a beach fire
wrapped in foil with a little butter, salt, pepper andlemon juice added
,
Dolly arden will usually strike readily at almost ally thing the angler offers. During the spring, try small
spinning lures in the lal%e outlet streams and in saltwater. Streamer flies, resembling small fish, can produte
surpnsing results along the saltwater beat-lies during the spring and summer months Coastal streams Al
August and September can produce excellent fishing fur those using spinning lures ur a single salmon egg'
bounced aluqg the bottom. Uccasiurially flies, both wet and dry, can be successfully used in both streams
and lakes. A sea-run Dolly karcleri caught un light spinning tackle ur fly rod will prod6ce a fight riot easily
forgotten
Robert H. Armstrong
Retised and
reprinted 1978
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I'm sure you'll find it enligh ening to coMPare the number of hatcheries
and other fish rearing facilities in Oregon or.:Washtngton and the facilities
here in Alaska. Hatcheries are relatively new to our,State even though commercial fiSheries, canneries, salteries and the like are fairly longstanding,

The map on the next page shows the locations

of hheries abd rearing areas operational,
underconstruction or proposed.
(Please note the legend()
.

.

In liaska, species being incubated or reared are predominaricly Salmon with
so4 Steelapead. Experiments are being done to see if Sheefish (a freshwater
fish) canbe incubated.

Pr
!"4

ACTIVITIES:e,

tment of Fish and Game, there are
-.Besides those facilities run by the pep
some priv$e hatcheries as well. Native c rporations, colleges and, In some
In Juneau,
with state supervision.
case p, individuals have begun to raise fi
It
is
run
by a
at
Kowee
Creek.
thelMacatillays, have a pink salmon facilit
everal
people,
including
the
up
o
private, non-profit corporation mad
Give then a call to
Macaullays., They are quite amenableo you visits.
arrange a,visit.
.

- ,Map all the pr6ate salmon facilities in Ala5ka,
and Game will have this information,)

(The Department of Fish

- Have students research and make a visual display of some corporation
involved in fish rearing.
4f

- Invite a knowledgeabfe person (lawyer, aquaculture program di recto ..)
could
Perhaps the studen
to explain a non - profit corporation to your class.
,go through the process of creating their own mock corporation.

4
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These activities fit in,to any area of the curriculum.

ACTIVITIES:
- Act out a Tlinget legend.
.

,-

- Explain the "morals"' of each legend studied.

*
-.After reading many Tlinget stories, discuss the Tlinget ideas about
salmon migration out to sea and back again.
..{

(The legend of Raven and the Fog Woman is a good one for some of
your activities.
It is summarized below.)
MP

T

Raven wanted to get married. He went
to a chief who was glad to gfie his
youngest daughter as Raven's wife if
ised to treat her with respect.
hes!)
Raven agreed and soon the coj)ple was
,
r
married.
.,

.

1

4'

..

.

They lived contentedly all summer, and
Then.winter came and they were
fall.
out of food. After many days without
much food, Raven's wife began making
Raven was a bit upset at
a basket.
this as they had nothing to putlIn
the basket. That morning Raven saw
salmon in the ba%ket. Those'iwere
thated."
the first ones ev

,

Raven and his wife "lived hap6ily for
a while as she created fish in the
ven
basket each morning. Soon
fortune
forgot that he aired this go
to his wife. He began to qu rrel
with her.
He had forgotten also
his promise to his father-In-law.

.

Soon Raven's wife left him. The
chief was angry and vowed that
since Raven 14 mistreated his
daughter, Raven could not have
( her ,as a wife any longer.
aft

0
1.*

.

..

(Taken from Alaska Multimedia Education Program booklet.)
*4 ,
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(History acti/Oties, cwt.)

- Make a display of Ingian designs related to fish and fishing.
A visit
7etie
Alaska State museum.will provide a wealth of design ideas, plus ihere
is an
exhibit of Native fishing gear.
- Make a halibut hook.

- Learn some songs about fishing.
that Changed the World.

- Students could report

Some are found in Wanda Whitman's Songs

the history of fishing in the United States.

- Students could interview a person about theiF fishing experiences.
Some
interesting interviews regarding fishing and other topics of interest to
Native people hre found in Kil-Kaas-Git. This is a quarterly publication
iput out by students at Prince of Wales High School. Copies are found in
the state library.

KTOO Radio (Juneau) has produced a series of eight programs narrated by old
Contact them about the possiblity of borrowing them for class.

fishermen.

- Students might make a display of early fishing techniques.
For background,
you might divide the class into groups with each group studying a specific
type of fishing.
Some of these early techniques are illustrated btl?w.

ti

Ib

Don't forget that before any of these techniques were used, people were
probably pretty good at catching fish by hand!

1
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FISH AS FOOD
Fish in the Southeast, besides being varied, abundant and tasty, are an excellent
source of protein. They are important to your body for tissue growth and repair.
For much of Alaska's Native population, fish was the mainstay of their diet.
About this time of year many people clean out their freezers to make room for
the fresh fish they-plan on catching soon. They would probably be happy to
donate some, for your cooking projects.

ACTIVITIES;

- Build a small scale smoke house.

Dave a parent help yap smoke some fish. Make sure to allow a day or two
for this.
The University Extension Service has recipes if you want some.
- Pickle some herring or salmon.
This will require more than a day or two
as most pickled things need to set a few days before they're good.

- Use jars and cans to go through the process of canning some fish.
why foods need to be pressurized and handled with care.

Discuss

4- Find out tile nutritional content bf\various kinds of fish and other seafoods.

.

- Have a food feast with small groups making special dishes to be tried by the
rest of the clasS. This could be done school-wide as well.
You might delve
into a bit of socidl studies by having the kids learn ways other cultures
prepare'fish dishes.
Be surd to include a presentation by all cultures
represented in your class, (Norwegian, Filipino, Tlingit, Japanese, Californian).
I'm sure you could get parents to help.

- For math, have the kids convert a recipe for four people into a recipe
serving twelve.

P
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(Fish as Food, cont.)

SALTERIES AND COLD STORAGE OPERATIONS

...-.4,
Processing of Alaskan salmon for market was probably begun by the Russian
America Company before the United States owned the territory. A few barrels
of salted salmon were shipped to California and St. Petersburg.
ft

There was a saltery at Klawock, Alaska (on Prince of Wales Island) and 1878
Several others were built in
the first salmon cannery,was built there.
few years. The Nushagak River was the sight
Southeast with -in the span of
It opened in 1884.
of the first cannery in t e...,we tern part of the state.
pf the first cannery in Central Alaska.
1882 was the date of the open
Over the years, more than two hundred canneries were built. Of those about
one third were burned and not. rebuilt. Most canneries have changed hands
at least once, many.were consolidated into larger companies like the Alaska
Packers Company. The canneries were booming for years, yet recently some
have been forced to close as fishing became more regulated and canning
ibecame more efficient.
4
Other interesting facts:

The first commercial plant for herring was a reduction plant (making /
oil and meal) on AdMiralty Island which began operations in 1882.
The crab canning industry began in 1916 and the shrimp were first
canned in Alaska around 1923.
There was a fish processing company called the Alaska Fish and Lumber
Company.

Auke Bay Salmon Canning Company opened in 1916.
Klaveck's cannery was made into a co-op years ago.
is a partner.

Each Klawock Native

ACTIVITIES:

- This could lead into several nice social studies and history projects.
- Students could write a history of one type of processing method.in Alaska.
- Student might research a cannery that was operating during their grafi&
parents' time. Then they could present a skit about cannery, workers.
- Canneries could be mapped with students'providing special legend symbols
for crab, shrimp, salmon canneries
Perhaps students could find someone who knew about the Auke. Bay Salmon
They could interview them with .tape recorder and write up an
,, article for newspapers, etc.
Company.

- Students might build a display showing the process4jf canning a salmon..

.f'-u.

(
COMMERCIAL* FISHING.
C

.

e
Fishing techniques have become more -complicated than the simple spearing
or fish trap methods of previous generations of Alaskans. People still
use the basic hooks, lines,and nets. but more technology has been added.
,

1
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SEINING- one of the most common means of catching quantities of fish (like
herring and some salmon species) is the purse seine. The seine is a net
(called a.web) with weights,(or leads) on the bottom and floats (corks) on
top.
V/

/

,

When seining, one end of the ,net is towed by a smaller boat or skiff from
the stationary seine boat.
The skiff pulls the net to surround a certain
area where schools of fish are located. The skiff makes a large circle
returning to the larger boat. Then that emd of the net is attached to a
winch and the bottom of the net is pullet tight to form a "purse.
Then
it is hauled slowly into the boat. Fish are collected and dropped into
,
the storage area called the hold.
,Seining involves the work of several people.
One person is needed to run
the skiff. Each part of the net - leads, web and cork - needs to be piled
in an orderly fashion to insure that the net is not tangled for the next
set.
Generally, there is itreast one more person who operates the power
for hauling in the seine.
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Iteu6tAation by .4./i4y Hartd

GILL NETTING - Gill nets may be operated by fewer people than seine nets.
Some fishermen using gill nets work in pairs or alone on a boat.

a

Gill nets are nets used to entangle the fish in the mesh as the nets are
set in the paths of fish movement. These nets are generally 20 to 30 m
They are divided
(64 to 90 feet) long and 2 to 15 m (6 to 45 feet) deep.
These two types are drift nets and set
into two types depending on use.
Set,nets are staked to fixed anchors along fish migration routes.
nets.
Drift nets are free floating nets that entangle fish migrating in the
path of the net.
The

size of

the net's mesh depends on the size of/the fish 'to be caught.
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TROLLING is the only major method of catching salmon that does not dtilize
a net to capture the fish (other major methods, are seining and gill netting).
Trolling involyes using hook and line and is basically.,an expansion of the
standard sport fisherman's technique for catching salmon.b The boats are
These are like fishing
generally equipped with two or four long poles.
poles except that each one has several sets of hooks and lines. Herring
is usually teamed with a "flasher to attract salmon and the.boat moves
slowly enough to simulate the'llive Rerring."
Ordinarily, less than ten per cent. of the total salmon catch in Southeast
Alaska (the only area in Alaska where it is legal) is caught by trollers.
King and coho are `the primary species caught.

Trollers are far more independent anfless restricted than other fishermen.
They work both "inside" and "outside" maters depending on the location of
the best fishing spots. Also, trollers do.not operate under weekly fishing
periods like purse seiners and gill netts.
ACTIVITIES:

- Students might research the debate over power acid hand trolling.
- Students can interview a troller concerning the limited entry issue.

5o
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SKATES - Sets orhooks and lines used to catch halibut (if, they're set on
the bottpm) are called skates. Each skate consists of floats that mark
the skate.and anchors holding the 30 m (100 feet of) line in place. Spaced
along the line are weighted lines and hooks baited with herring, other fish
and sometimes octopus. Each halibut fisherman has several' skates which
he or she sets and checks periodically. The 'halibut fisherman must take
care to check the skates frequently as the meat .deteriorates and is some
times eaten by sand fleas if it remains in the ocean too long.

A

TRAWLING - This is another method of fishing utilizing a net. The trawling
net is a bag-like web that is towed along the ocean bottom trapping cod,.
snapper and other bottom - duelling fish or shrimp.
The open end of the net
has supports so that the net remains open at all times. Actually you might
think of a trawling net as a big mouth wide open. Periodically the net i$
hauled aboard and the fish or shrimp are placed in the hold of the boat.
Needless
the fish
starfish
nuisance
However,

to say, fishermen using nets catch a variety of sea life besides
or shrimp they want. They may have to*deal with jellyfish and
that get entangled in the net, too. This is more than ju'st a
because some people are extremely allergic to jellyfish stings.
the quantities of fish caught. usually compensate for this incon-

venien ce.

POTS - King, Tanner and Dungeness crabs and shrimp provide on:datable
eries and are often caught using baited pots. These pots are usually
of wire mesh or filament nets around a circular or_sqlore framt. One
openings or "doors' open inwards so the crustaceans can enter but not
Like the halibut skates, these pots are set and checked periodically.

52
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SEASONS. AND REGULATIONS
,

fhe Board of Fisheres - a group of interested and knowledgeable Alaskans
appointed to fouryear terms by the governor - set seasons and regulations
for all types of fishing. Generally, these are rules recommended by the
Alaska, Department of Fish and Game and/or the public. Seasons and regula.tions set by the Board are supposed to insure a sustained yield of these
fishery resources.%
At times there is a lot o controversy regarding fishing rules. A good'
example of this,is the re ent Hand Troll decision which was pr9faced by many
public meetings and much discussion.
0

The Department of Public Safety makes certain that
seasons and regulations
are kept. 'Someone ia the class may have talked to one of their,Fish and
Wildlife Protection Officer and had their license checked.
_2--

ACTIVITIES:

- What does "sustained yield" mein?

--,)

.mAIP

.

.

- Referring,back to the life cycles and WA,Son Salmon, Halibut and Dolly Varden,
figure how many of thg,eggs each lays will ,grow to be adults. A King Salmon,
for instance, lays 8,000"eggs, if l% survive to adulthood how many is that?
Now many will have to escape all the fishermen and spawn in order to "sustain"
,

the "yield "?
s

- Note that closed or limited seasons for both fish and crab generally are in
the summer. Why is ,that?
.

- Have students read and summarize the fishing rules for their area.
decide why-each rule was made.

Try to

- Interview a Wildlife Protection Officer about their experiences during fishing
season.

- Visit stores that sell gear and ask the salesperson to explain and/or demonstrate some different types.
.

- Take a walk on a dock and invent4ry the boats seen (gill netters, seine rs,
trailers, cabin cruisers for,splva
- You could invite fishermen into class (or take the class to his/her boat)
to'share experiences andexpertite.
- Make a cartoon about "the one that got away."

Have someone demonstrate ways of cutting and baiting with herrinO.

Many school students are involved in sport fishing and perhaps during SeaWeek
they could share their expertise with other studeMts.
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FIELD TRIP -- SALMON STREAM

field trip, based on materials developed and used in Juneau
This field
by.Dick Mariott, a biologist with the Alaska Department of Fish
and Game, is designed to establish .a concept of rearing and
spawning habitat for fish. The activity includes counting the fish
the students see in a salmon stream. A record of the count can
then be kept and compared with previous years to determine whether,
there hate b en increases or decreases in the fish population inStudents should
'one stream a recorded by 5th grade students.
discuss posA ble reasons for population fluctuations before the
fieldtrip a
again' after.
.

Materials Ne ded:
A.1

1.

.2.

Record chart and pencil for each two students (sample
on following page)
A rew salnion egg clusters in a plastic bag - one bag
for each two students(secure from fisherman, cold
storage, fishing supply store or Alaska Department of
Fish and Game)

Personnel Needed:
1.
2.
3.

Fisheries Bidlogist, if possible
Knowledge'able junior high, high school or college
student assistants(at least two.) 0
Interested parents

Student Preparation:
1.

Students should study the information on Coho Salmori
and Dolly Varden in the Fish and Game Notebbok Series
and the Life Cycle Material on these two fish -these are found in the Curriculum guide. Discuss what
is meant by spawning and rearing areas.

2.

Students shoulCknow some of the reasons for fish
population changes:
A.
B.

S.

Natural predators:. bears, eagles, gulls.
low water, extreme cold
Other Natural causes:
Man cased changes: a. Ioollutimp, b. people and
domestic animals trample area, c. people catch
spawning fish by snagging, etc.,
d:
trees are
cut which raises water temperature and erosion,
wells and other uses ,of Water lowers the'
ground water level. (Since this lowers the
stream flow, echos may not be able"to travel
upstream).
f.
people may possibly request tp
change the course of the'stream, .g.
remove
gravel from stream bed, h.
fill stream bed,
build dams
i.
e.
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Stream Site Selectiori and Preparation:
mid-May)
.

.

1.

(In the spring,not Oafare.

Selec t a stream where Coho Salmon and Dolly Warden
.spawn where you can see the bottom.
Look for a
stream that has the following characteristics:
a. SjoXIE - less thaH 15 ft: wide and less than
ft. deep.
11/2
b. Water - clear
c. Bottom - gravel
--"iii,
cr. Banks 7 sloping downward, not overlianging.

.

'44

,

11-

(Fisheayhide under an overhang.)

,

2.
4

f

BeEore the field trip use flagging or signs to divide,
the stream into known lengths.
(100 ft. works well)
There should be enough lengths for each 2 students 41
the class to count the fish in one pre-marked length.

Salmon Stream Trip:
1.

When the students arrive show t:.t-how to identify
the fish to be counted - precaught fret' or fingerlings
in ,glass gallon jars kept in the cool water of the
stream would be very I.elpful - students should
also be able to see and identify fish in the stream
before the count. The following characteristics
should be pointed out:

IMP

Dollies have dark colored backs with white spots and
touch or hide on the bottom of the stream.

Cohos have dark spots on their backs and do not touch
the bottom of the stream.
4
114

4

.1.

.f

fi

9

*

Fingerlings are
larger and-harder to see because they hide.
Fry are less than 11/2 .nebes lung.
40
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Divide the class into gfOups of two and give'the
fo1lowing instructions:

2.

Start at t he downstream *ark of your length (You'
will be shoWn where to start) ankwalk very slowly
-upptream (being careful not to mudd/Tor knock things
in bhe water) to the marker at the upper end of your
length, counting and recording the number of fish-.you
see. RecOrd on the sheet which is being handed out.
(20 to 30 Minutes)
of

FISH. RECORD

Area

Class

Salmon
(Black Spots - off bottom)
Fry (small fish .

Fingerling

(large i3

Dolly Varden
(light s ts - on bottom)
Fry
Fingerling

You have also been given a plastic bag with fish eggs
When through wit 'your section walk back to the
in it.
deeper pools. Stop and place a few salmon eggs in the
upstream edge 'at the pobl where the smell of the eggs
Remain
will wash downstream and attract larger fish.
very still and count these larger fish that Come out to
feed oft-the eggs., (5-10 minutes per pool)

When you have finisheeyour punt return to the regroup
area and turn your competed record stira in to your
He will'total all of the record sheets to
leader.
determine how many fish have' been seen today. TIkIS_
NOT A CONTEST TO SEE WHO CAN COUNT THE MOST FISH.
counts made each year will be compared with counts
from other years to determine whether the popu/atijiln
is increasing, decreasing or remaining the same. For
this%reason accurate counts are important.
.

Wilien all of the students have returnedtto the
area the following topics could be discussed:

3.

.

regroup

A fisheries biologist or other informed person could'
talk about other nays to trap and count fish...minnow
traps, electro - fishing, pre-emergent sampling, face
mask counts and sight estimates in schools of fish.

Ir.
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Discuss the economic value of a sMal4ostream.
If only..
50 coho salmon and 60 chum salmon spawn in,Ostream,
about 10 times that number (their young) are caught
by salmon fishermen. Each fish is worth about l0 to
the fisherman, so-the stream produces about $10,000
worth of fish every year. Other values such as
_recreation, food for wild animals and education can
be derived from a salmon stream.

Discuss condition of stream - identifying desirable
habitat: ',Clean water, overhanging banks to provide
feeding and hiding places, trees and other vegetation
to help keep the stream cool and keep the banks from
eroding. Discuss destruction of the habitat if there
is any evident.
1,4

o

'Discuss how to maintain and improve stream habitat.
Leave "green belt" natural areas along streams.'
DO not build houses right on stream banks.

Do not silt up streams with road crossing or
block fish movement.
Know and follow sport fishing regulations,:

Clean garbage from streams. (emphasize that removing
logs and branches may help species of fish that
need lots of spawning area (pinks, chum) but harm
species that need lots of rearing area (coho,
dolly varden.)

,
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BIBLICGRAPI-fY
Relevant Books:

- How to Fly-fish for Salmon, by Bruce Cojegrave, 1971
- Story of the Pacific Salmon, by Julie Crandell, 1941
- About the Biggest Salmon, by Henry Luhrs, 1961 (Orlegon fish)
- History of Marine Hatcheries of Alaska, by W. Hunt. 1976 (gov. dot.)
Salmon.

Our Heritage, Vancouver British Columbia Packers, Ltd., 1969

The Salmon:.,

Their Fight for Survival, by Anthony Netboy, 1973

- Red Tag Comes Back, by Fred Phleger, 1961
- How Fish Live, by Peter Whitehead, 1975
- Attract A Fish, by (OBIS) Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies,
Lawrence Hall of Science, U of Calif., Berkeley, Calif.

Relevant Films:

- "Environment and Survival - Life in a Trout Stream"
- "Fish and Their Characteristics"
- "How do They Move"

(about all kinds Of creatures)

i.

- "How do Fish Swim"
- "Looking at Fishes"
- "North Pacific"
sr

- "What do They Eat"

- "Wonders of Reproduction"
- "Sharks"

(Cousteau film)

- "The Stream"

- "My World - Water"
- "Way of the Trout" (call Sport. Fish Division, ADFG, Subpart Bldg., Juneau)

- "Salmon - Ufa? Cycle of th@lSockeye"
- "Salmon - Catch to Can"

(covers fish, fishing and canning)

Cu
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(films, cont.)

- "Adaptation to a Marine Environment"
- "Tragedy of the Red Salmon"
- "The Salmon Story" (life cycle and processing)
- "Kodiak Island" (interrelationships)
- "Living River" (Sport Fish Division, ADFG)
- "Aquatic Ecologist" (Sport Fish Division, ADFG)
(If not otherwise stated, books and films are available from the'State library.)

61
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TEACHER INFORMATION''

FR
SEA WEEK CURRICULVM MATERIALS

FIFTH GRADE

Name of Sea Week Materials

Contents and/or Use

ACTIVITY BOOK

P-

:

Worksheet # 1 - Splash *

Writing

Worksheet * 2 - Splash *

Writing & Discussion

Life of the Salmon **

Coloring Book

4

**Splash' Game may be ordered from:

National Park Service
709 W. 9th St.
Juneap, Alaska 99801

** "Life of tha Salmon" may be ordered from:
411.

National Park Service
709TW. 9th St.
Juneau, Alaska 99801

...%P.
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Worksheet,I - "Spldsh"

Egg
Directions'
1.

a, 6orne about salmon

Using the game, "Splash", complete the following

Name 4 things that are helpful to fish in their natural
1

2.

'V
3.

i
4
A

2.

Name 4 situations that could be harmful to fish in their
natural habitat.
1

2
3

3

Name 4 situations

man made- that arc harmful to fish
°

1

Is.

.1.
4

..

'4.

Worksheet II - "Splash"

qa game about salfrnot
T.

Using "Sp ash", pretend you are a fish and write your
life story beginning with the spawning Pool.
a

II. Take one of the following areas, and from the fish's
point of view, tell about the situation in which you
find yourself.
.

A.

You are a just spawned fish
a shallow river
three miles from the ocean.
Make up a story
based on facts, about how you find food, protect
yourself from predators
(larger fish like Dolly
Vardin) and about your trip Own the river to the
salt water.
Remember the small water falls, white
water, rocks and swift currents that could give
you trouble on the ttip down river.

B.4 You are a salmon about to be caught by a fishing
boat-- Tell how you would escape or tell' how you
are baught.
III.Trace the progression of the salmon from the fisherman td the dinner table.
1.
a fresh fish
2.
a canned fish
3.
a sport fish
4.
frozen fish

IV. Explain how waste from factories,fertilizers and oil
tankers pollute the fish's environment.
V.

Explain how a sport fisherman catches4a fish.
1.
spinning rod
2.
fly fishing
3.
bait casting

VI. Explain how a commercial fisherman catches a fish.
1.
Troller (power or hand)
2.
Purse seiner
3.
Gill netter

I
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STEPS TO ORGANIZING
A SEA WEEK IN YOUR COMMUNITY
0.

I.

Familiarize yourself with the Sea Week curriculum and
introduce it to other interested teachers and parents.

II.

Catalog the resources in your area. Where are the good
beaches? When. are the good.low tides? Are there any
agency, hatchery, or museum Personnel that would be
available as speakers and/Or for field trips?
N

.

III. Draw up a well-thought out plan for Sea Week and present')
it to your administrators for approval.
IV.

Talk;to teachers in the upper grades about having some of
students accompany you on your field"trips. Brief
,,thei
them ahead of time as to the activities you'll be doing.

V.

Make_up a calendar of when speakers will talk, which movies
will be shown, and when each class will take their field
By arranging two field trips near one another in
trips.
location, or by having the second class come to the beach
when the first field trip of the day is leaving, gas (and
energycan be saved by havil\g fewer bus trips.

VI.

parents, chamber
Invite the whole community to participate
of commerce, governmental agencies, native corporations,
fishermen, etc. Parents can assist wrth'field trips;
If community
businesses might display student artwork.
organizations are interested, the week can become a FestiVal
of the Sea, with boat tours, movies, speakers, games, and
dances. Contact yourilocal paper about featuring Sea Week
with a photo and story - beforehand, during, and afterwards!
Radio stations might want to interview field trip leaders or read stories that students have written.

VII. Spend an entire week studying the amazing ocean! Math.
problems, writing assignments, spelling words - can a/1
relate to our marine.environment. Show your studegts the
wonder of sea life!

A-1
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Appendix II

SUGGESTED FIELD TRIPS

In planning field trips for your class two things should be
considered:
1.
The emphasis in Sea Week studies at your
grade level.
2.
The available community resources.
Consider visiting a pqace - beaches, docks, vessels (fishing,
pleasure, ferry, barge, tour ship, Coast Guard), cold storage
plant, canneries, supermarket; government research facilities,
hatcheries. Museums, private collections and stores might be
considered for indoor trips. Arrangements might be made to
watch someone at work - fisherman, biologist, or Coast Guard
personnel. If your students have an opportunity to visit
another community you might include Sea Week activities in your
itinerary or might include the entire trip'around them.
In planning any trip, if possible arrange for knowledgeable
persons to accompany your group. The involvement of interested
parents is also valuable.

FIFTH GRADE

a

M1

Feed and observe blennies,

I.

Beach - Study tidepool fish.
sculpins, flat fish..

II.

Stream - Enlist the help of a knowledgeable agency or inA_recommended census of fish fry is in the guide.
dividual.
4

III. Fishing Industry

Visit fish hatchery, cannery, cold storage,

I-Ming vessels,

-isit

the fisheries patrol.

IV.

CoastGuard

V.

Game - Have program x2,41,And
odhing regulations, enFish
forcement, and habitat protection.

VI.

State Museum - A unit on fish is available on

A-2

loan basis.

4f.

WHAT TO DO ON THE BUS

Put together a checklist of objects (or use the one that
folloA#s) that the students may see at the beach.

During the

bus ride, students can circle the name (or picture) of each
object that they think they will be seeing during the field
trip.

At the beach, 'they can check of the objects they

actually saw, and estimate or count how many they saw.

A

Juneau teacher makes her checklists into a small book, with
a pencil attached by yarn, and gives each pupil a sandwich'
bag in which to store his/her checklist.

bus

COW

can

raven

fish

sheep

tree

driftwood

gull

boat

buoy

moose

anemone

dock

whale

O

.starfish

seaweed

house

crab

airplane

bottle
jellyfish

4

fisheihan,

limpet shell'

=1=.71.}A,

sand flea

sea urchin
2

mussel

porpoise..

A-3,

Appendix IV

-CONSERVATION
911

Cons rvation may be defined as,the "wise use of our natural resources
It is not the non-use of them, blat rather a use that comes after 'careful thought has been given to the reasons and consequences of that use

It is` perhalos trite to say that with increasing population pressures,
the ever-increasing need for raw materials, for recAationa.1.faciLitie,
for homesites, etc., pressures increase on a natural environment that
may previously have been untrammeled and in no need of someone to prbtr
it from total alteration. Here in Alaska, particularily, the residents
Of the State are faced with, making many immediate far-reaching decisiol
about the natural environment of our State. *hat man's impact on it
will bile and if and how that impact should be limited.or controlled are
some of these deCtsions.

Conservation, practically, comes down to a few important principles;
Every living thing, as well as non-living thing, has a place and
function in the balance of existence on the surface of ehis planet,
wheth'er or not we happen to know what its precis& niche is.
"Every- thing is connected with everything else."
"Everliphing affects everything else." Destruction of one species, useless and unimportant
,though that species may seem to our ignorance, can hame wide-reaching
repercussions.
-0
1.

,

Natural, resources are exhaastible. Populations which drop below
a critical threshold cease to reproduce ind the species plummets into
extinction. Energy resources on earth are not renewable.
Extinction
of living species and exhaustion of non-living resources are natural
processes. -Trilobites went extinct before men appeared on the scene.
Volcanoes spew noxious gases into the air.' Nevertheless, the speed
with which man, especially 20th century man, 4.s destroying or using up
extant life and resources is astronomical compared to natural processes
2.

Since man is an intelligent being, he can, if he will, desist
extinguishing life and exhausting the resources of the earth. Man
*can practice conservation without denying himself a full and enjoyable

1L l
from

His reason for using resources wiselyi,may be an idealistis...
life.
appreciation pf all that nature hap and is, or it, may be a realization
that ovr tomorrows will be poorer uhlesswistiom regulates usage of our
goods.k

For school child-ten studying Alaska's marine life/ Conservation involve
a few simple, yet extremely important principals:
1.

AIRO VISIT THE BEACH AND ENJOY YOUR TIME THERE'BUT WHEN You LEAVE,
-LET THE AREA BE THE SAME, OR BETTER, THAN YOU FOUND IT.

2.

IF YOU TURNOVER A ROCK TO SEE WHAT IS HIDING UNDER IT TURN IT
"'BACK OVER WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED. ,C1 at lives there may depend
for surviVial,.on'the exact kind of micro-habitat that exists under
that rock.)
.

,

1

.

-Reef and Shore.

Hawaii Nature 41udy Program for Elementary

School ell ren, p. 4.
. A -4

fo

6J

,

3

IF YOU PICK UP ANIMALS FOR CLOSER VIEWING, DISTURB ONLY THE
ONES'YOU WANT TO LOOK AT, HANDLE THEM CAREFULLY, THEN REPLACE
THEM WHERE YOU FOUND THEM. SEA CREATURES CAN LIVE,AOUTSIDE OF
THE WATER ONLY .BRIEFLY.
A PAN OR BUCKET OF SEAWATER WILL ALLOW
CLOSER EXAMINATION AND REDUCE STRESS ON THE ANIMAL.
KEEP THE
CONTAINER OUT CF DIRECT SUNLIGHT ANDD REPLACE THE WATER IF IT
BEGINS TO WARM. HANDLE FISH WITH WET HANDS TO PRESERVE THEIR
PROTECTIVE SLIME AND IN HANDLING.CRABS AND JELLYFISH - WATCH OUT
FOR STINGERS AND PINCHERS. PICK CRABS UP FROM THE BACK AND
SUPPORT THEIR UNDERSPE WITH THE PALM OF YOUR HAND.
DON'T TOUCH
JELLYFISH.
j

4.

IF YOU WANT TO USE .LIVE MATERIALS IN THE CLASSROOM AFTER THE
FIELD TRIP TO THE BEACH, TAKE ONLY WHAT YOU WILL NEED, TAKE CARE
TO KEEP IT ALIVE, AND RETURN IT TO THE BEACH WHEN YOU ARE FiNISIIED
WITH IT.

5.

NON-LIVING BEACH MATERIALS MAY BE COLLECTED BUT USE MODERA1ION
HERE, TOO.
IF MATERIALS ARE FOR CLASS USE, HAVE A PROJECT IN
MIND BEFORE YOU BEGIN COLLECTING AND THEN GATHER ONLY WHAT YOU
WILL NEED.
YOU MAY WANT TO GATHERURIFTWOOD, STONW, BITS OF
POLISHED GLASS. UNLESS YOU ARE A SECOND GRADE TEACHER, HOWEVER,
PLEASE COLLECT ONLY A FEW, IF ANY, EMPLY SHELLS LEAVING THESE
MATERIALS FOR THE SECOND GRADERS WHOSE ONLY SEA WEEK BEACH AND
CLASSROOM ACTIVITY IS STUDYING THEM.

N.,

.41
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Appendix V

A CHECK LIST
FOR

A FIELD TRIP TO THE BEACH
You the teacher:
1.

Be sure you are personally familiar with the beach to which
If you have not been there
you and pour class are going.
before, take a bit of time after school or on the weekend
to go to that beach and walk it carefully. By being familiar
with it yourself, you can apticipate what your students will
be able to see and do there.

2.

Check carefully on all bus arrangements for your class. Be
sure that a bus is scheduled for you and be aware of the
delivery and pick-up times.

3.

Arrange for adequate adult supervision. Usually there is no
problem in finding parents willing to go along. Often 3unior
or senior high school students may also 4 available and, if
they Are taking biology or other related science courses, they
can-Joe very helpful.
One older student or adult for every five
or six children would be a good ratio in tewms of safety,
control, and learning.

4.

Give careful thought to what you will do with your time at the
The beach is an exciting place just to explore, but
beach.
some thought and directions given to the activities to take
plade will make the experience richer and more profitable for
students and you, too.

5.

with your volunteers before
Meet - or at least talk by phone
the field trip to acquaint them with sour plans for the outing.
Be sure that each of them knows specifically what you would
like each W do. Recommend that they attend appropriate
training workshops and provide them with information from this
guide or elsewhere;
/

6.

Well in advance of t*e beach trip itself, 'begin preparing.your
students for. their experiences there. The better prepared
they are, the more successful the field trip will be.

Letters should be written to all parents, includig permission
slips, so that parents know about the activities in which their
children will be involved.
8.

Collect and ready all materials yOu will need for the field
trip - buckets, pans, binodulars, camera, whatever it is you
You might consider bringing or arranging for some 4und
need.
of snack at the beach - a big bag of gorp (M & M's, raisins,1
salted peanuts, etc.) always makes a hit and a snack can seive

rr

y
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to reorganize matters at the beach and create 'a-natural (though
slightly contrived) change of pace and focus.
(see the suggpted
time plan that follows.) Be-sure to take along a supply of
baridaids - or better yet, a small first-aid kit - just in caa,te
there is a need for it.
9.

Plan the trip ahead, but allow for flexibility.
If a whale is
breaching just off shore while you are try g to teach the life
and ways of a barnacle, your students will not be absorbing much
of you lectu.4-e. Be prepared to take advantage of those special
events that occur so often along our shores.

The students:
1.

Involve them in preparing for the field trip as much as possible.

2.

Expllin to them any rules for field trip conduct.
Stress especially
the fact that tte beach is a special environment and a fragile one
whose beauty comes from the LIVING plants and animals to be found
there.
Impress upon them the need to respect the life forms they
will see, to leave the beach as nearly like they find it as possible
and not to collect or molest live beach animals unless you, the
teacher, have very specific and well thought out needs for limited,
quantities of live animals-and materials for use in further
teaching processes and have requested the students help you gather
materials.

.3.

4.

A quick talk about safety at the beach. would not be out' of place
the need for proper clothing, care to be taken on rocks that are
slippery when wet, What to do'in case of injury, always keep an
eye on the tide to be sure you are not stranded or lose gear to
the rising waters, etc.

If a,class project is planned for the beach time, help students
to pi-epare o'r gather materials they will need to take with them.
0

BOTH teacher and students:
BE PROPERLY DRESSED.
It is always difficult to predict what the
weather will be in coastal Alaska but there is often a good
chance that there may be rain. Be sure everyone knows that he
©r she should come dressed warmly and prepared.for rain if that
prospect seems at all likely. Wearing layers of clothes always
makes sense - a shor sleeved thirt/ then something with long
sleeves', topped by
sweater or warm jacket and something water
and wind-proof. Fo t gear is important.
Layer socks for maximum
warmth and wear RUB R boots if possible._ Carrying a back pack
is a good idea for students and teachers al ke.
It leaVes yout
hands free, lets you store awal.layers of c othes you want tig,
shed or don't need at the moment and is a go
place to keep the
snack you and/or the students have decided to bring'along.
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SUGGESTED ON-SITE ORGANIZATION

The beach is an exciting place on your first visit there or your
five hundredth and the most normal and natural thing to do on the
beach is to walk - or run - along the shoreline tO see what is
there for the finding. If your class has been working hard on
sea related studies and has carefully outlined what they want to
do with their time at the beach, then perhaps all students will set
right to work with whatever tasks have been outlined beforehand.
But, if a less structured approach seems to be in order, you might
try the followihg idea...
Part I

If, before the beach experience, you have been working in the classroom with the students on the particular are,a of marine knowledge
outlined for your grade level, then the students should have a good
idea of particular concepts or kinds of life or situations they
might lock for at the beach. Students ceuld have the first half of
the time at the beach to apply their knowledge in a free kind of
That is, for example, if you are a second grade teacher
framework.
and have been studying shells with your students, give them the
first part of their time at the beach to see how many different kinds
of shells they can count, or give them some other similar kind of
task that they can carry Ott and at the same time still be free to
explore other aspects of the beach.
Part II

At the mid-point of your allotted time at the beach, gather the
Taking a bit of time out to open that big bag of
children together.
gorp, or gathering for same other kind of snacking, works co draw
everyone together, change the pace and focus.

After the quick energy break, is a good time to have the students sit
down quietly and talk about what they haye seen or to have adult
helpers work in small groups with children to share further discoveries
As an example, if
or knowledge about materials found on the beach.
you are a first grade Teacher who has been studying marine animals
with your class, each adult helper might have been assigned to gather
examples of a particular
in aNbucket
with the children's help
group of animals during the first part 5f the time on the beach.
d his or
Then, during the second half of the beach time, each adult
her bucket of materials might circulate from one small group
children to the next, encouraging them to touch, feel, observe ertain
characteristics or qualities of these particular animals.

Children need both to enjoy the beach just for the pleasure there is
in being there and to grow in understanding the complex web of life
If careful thought
and environmental factors that are at work there.
and planning have gone on well before the actual trip to the beach,
there is every reason to believe that both these aoals can be
accomplished.
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A LOOK AT THE BEACH
°Any beach is as individual in its own way as are we whO, as individuals
can be distinguished from all ether people.
Just as each of ds represents only one combination out of the many possible, so it is with
beaches. A beach is a place where the sea confronts the land, and
every aspect of that sea and that land edge is.importan
n determining
what the general appearance of that beach will be and what kinds of
plants and animals will grow and thrive in.th
particular environment.
Many factors combine to determine the personal ty of that uniqueand,
special place.
The Sea
If we think first about the water at the beach, we realize that there
are several ways in which it can vary. To begin with, for example,
those of us living in the Juneau area look out to waters that are
relatively protected.
That is, our beaches are not subjected to the
open, powerful swells that are common on coast lines that abut the
open ocean.
Uillike conditions that might be found at Sitka, for
example, the wave conditions .along our beaches are always relatively 1
mild and non-violent. Even in the Juneau area, however, local
differences in topography influence the perso4ality of the beach.
Whether a particular beach area is a straight, uninterrupted stretch,
a deep or shallow cover, or a jutting point will influence the force
and effect of the waves upon the shore. Consequently, we might
expect to find different kinds of life on a point, i.i f cove, or on
a straight, uncomplicated shoreline because each species has a particular ability to withstand greater or lesser wave force.
We all,know that the sea is salty but we may not
11 realize that the
concentration of salt in sea water can be highly ariable.
In the
open ocean, salt conce4Atrations measure about 32 to 33 parts per
thousand.
In our inside waters around Juneau, the average salt
concentration 14n main channels may be slightly less than that because
of the greater influence of fresh water entering from streams and
rivers..
At the mouths of the streams and rivers thems lves, where
salt and freshwater mix, salt concentrations are very ow.
Because
each kind of marine plant or animal has its own built-in tolerances
to varying saltiness or freshness, these living populations vary with
the salinity prevalent at a particular place.
THE SIZE OF PEBBLES
If you stand on a beach and look thoughtfully at it, one of the first
things you will notice is its texture
whether it it sandy, gravelly,
composed of cobbles, bedrock, mud or a combination of two or more of
The nature of the beach is critical in determining what can
these.
live there. Let's examine each kind of substr'te in turn to see what
kind of life we might expect to find.

711
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Mud

Mud can be anything from relatively porous sand-soil mix to the clay
muck that sucks rubber boots right off your feet.
If you look at the
surface of this kind of substrate, you will be aware of little, if any,
life.
Here and there you may see the flexible tubes of mud dwelling
norms sticking up an inch or so above the surface. Or yolOmay see
"cake decorations" left by other burrowing worms. Finally, you may be
aware of the presence of clams by the squirts of water and the siphon
holes in the mud. Digging with a shovel will reveal the various
inhabitants of the mud in all their glory
fat, bulbous peanut worms:
slender, earthworm-like nemerteans of.various descriptions; manylegged annelid worms; and hardy bivalves.
Sand

Because sand is more porous than mud, it is a better surface for many
burrowers, a better surface for a wider number of animal to live on
and in.
On a sand flat at low,tide one may find st fl
sea urchins,
and numerous kinds of crabs and snails.
Some of these nimals wander
over the sand flats when t ey are submerged, scouring them for bits of
food.
Some crabs, like th Dungeness, tend to stay in sandy areas
because of the methods of elf-protection involves burrowing into
the sand to hide.
(Even when the sand is exposed, watch for depressions
in the surface that mimic the shape of the crab's shell. By digging
there, you may uncover a crab that stayed buried even as the water
receded.)
By looking for clam or cockle siphon holes, yoU will discover
these common residents of sandy areas and by digging carefully yQ,.? may
unearth them.
,

,

Cobbles and Boulders
Obviously, the size of loose rocks on the beach may range from something
just a bit coarser than sand up to boulders too large to be lifted. In
general, the larger the general size of the rock pieces, the greater
variety of life one might expect to find there. The more stable the
hard surface is, the greater protection and anchors it can afford a
resident plant or animal. Intertidal areas of cobbles or rocks are
Often most obviously serving as anchorages for marine plants (most
"common i.n the Juneau area, Fucus, the rockweed, the tough, ubiquitous,
brown plant with the bulbous reproductil.e bodies that kids like to pop)
and for barnacles and blue mussels that may cover certain rocks of
vcs
sections of beach in great density.
If you begin to look down among
the beds of rockweed, barnacles, and mussels and UNDER cobbles and
boulders, you will discover an amazing diversity of life forms.
Small
six-rayed starfish cling beneath medium sized-rocks, often brooding
clutches of eggs. Blennies up to six inches or-so in lenth (one of
the two most common intertidally discovered fish) hide under rocks.
So do amphipods or sand fleas and tiny crustacean beach scavengersithat
quickly seek hew cover when discovered under their protective rocks
Clinging to the surface of the rocks may be limpets, chitons, sponges.
Look for the latter particularly under overhangs of larger rocks.
.
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Because of their ability to serve as anchors and because they offer
so many protective niches, rocks on beaChes afford some to the best
looking places. Don't neglect to have along a magnifying glass so
you can really see some of the tiny critters!. Guaranteed that the
more your look, the more you will see there!
Just be very sure that
after you turn over a roc)shto reveal its underside residents, that
you replace it so the anirilaSs don't dry out and perish!
Bedrock

This is just as exciting a place to poke as cobbles/boulder areas!
and many of the same inhabitants can be found here
with two ge n -ral
kinds of exceptions. First, obviously this rock surface can't be
t. turned over so the "rock and sand or mud residents' are not here.
Second, it is in bedrock areas that you are most apt to find remnant
puddles of water
tidepools - that may harbor lots of life, including
small anemones with tentacles extended to trap food (they come in a
wide variety of gorgeous color combinations), rock hard coralline
algae that looks like hard, pink plaster but are actually living plants,
tiny immature sculpins, and perhaps little shrimp.
Be sure to look
carefully in crevasses for sponges, starfish, and other creatures.
THE DISTANCE FROM THE WATER
Each species of marine plant and animal has a particular tolerance
to being out of salt water. Some of them, for example, are never
found intertidally because they have absolutely no tolerance for
Others can stand
exposure to the effects of an air environment.
being out of salt water for extended periods of time, needing only
By looking at
to be wet by the sea on occasional very high tides.
the'beach in a section from its highest high water mark down to
the water level on a low, low tide, you can quickly begin to see
major differences in plant'and animal populations.
The Highest Fringe

At the upper limits of the intertidal zone, least life forms are
eident. You may notice that the rocks appear black here. This is
because they are covered by a black encrusting lichen or by a
een algae that makes these rocks treacherous and slippery when wet.
In\Oese upper reaches, too, may be found the common tiny periwinkle a fat, ridged snail that sometimes seems to pepper the rocks.
The Middle Zone

As you move down toward the water's edge on a low.tide, you will be
aware of obvious color bands or patches on the beach. There may be
banding of Fucus, the common brown rockweed, and of blue-black mussels
(the intertidal
bivalve that attaches itself by tiny
and subtidal
threads to rocks and pilings and other surfaces), and barnacles. Here
too you will begin to see limpets (the species of which are sometimes
most quickly identified by how low or high they are found on the beach),
amphipods, various starfish, tiny black sea cucumbers, and other forms
of life there were not in evidence at higher levels.

The Lowest Zone
As you approach the water's edge, you will not find some of the plants
and animals that were evident at higher levels.
In general, however,
the lower you go in the intertidal zone the greater the diversity of
life forms you will find.
Here you will find sea urchins, a wide
variety of often large starfish, perhaps juvenile king crabs, large
'white or varicolored sea anemones (if they are out of water, these will
look like squishy, uni viting blobs, but look out into the shallow
waters to see the same nimals in all their expanded glory), and the
larger snails.
So...as you look at
a tic at beach for the first time, there is
a great deal to think about.
emember that each part of the beach,
each k d of surface type, each height from the water, each kind of
topogra hical variation indicates what life may be found there.
In
general, it is advisable to spend the lowest part of the tidal cycle
closest to the water's edge for in that way you will have the maximum
amount of time to spend along the beach area that is revealed to us
least often and which tends to harbor the greatest diversity of plants
and animals.

If you can, acquaint your students with these obvious or subtle
variations in the beach habitat for It will enrich their beach
experience, too!!!
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TIDES

Students can understand some basics about tides and should
definitely learn that the height of the water on the beach
varies with the stage of the otide and that maximum and
minimum tidal levels vary each day.
Tides, in a very simplified kind of explanation, occur because of the gravitational pull of the sun and the moon on
the earth.
Just as the earth exerts gravitational force
(why does an apple fall? why can't, we step off into space?),
so do these other two bodies.
The force olt4-le pull of the
sun and moon on a particular place on eaith depends on how
directly they are in line-with that place. The force they
exert tends to pull the water away from the earth's surface
on the side of the earth facing,thus causing a high tide.
Because the relative pc ition of the sun, earth, and moon
are constantly changing in a cyclic rhythm, so are the tides.
Activities

experience a tidal cycle that
con ists of two unequal high tides and two unequal low tides
eac day.
With some students in primary grades and all those
rn
.per grades, you might sit down with a tide table and
lo at the numbers and explain what they mean. You might
e
make a simple chart of tide levels and of activities to
For instance, it
co tide with various stages of the tide.
ti ht be much easier to launch a boat when the tide is high
bu
digging clams can best be done on the very lowest tide.
St,ents might be shown the same beach at high and at lo*
tide and through words or art work compare the differences.
Here in Southeaz-z. Alaska we

p

aration for Field Tri

In preparing for the field trip, discuss tides with the students.
Mention the need to be as close to the water as possible when
the tide is at its lowest in order to see that strip of beach
and the life that is there, for the water quickly comes in and
covers it. Talk, too, about the need to be aware of the tide
level and thus not to set a pack or bucket next to the water's
edge and expect to find it there later if the tide is flooding.

As a teacher you need to be aware of the time of low tide when
scheduling your field trip to the beach and in planning the
activities that will take place there. The time of very lowest
tide should be kept open for observation of what is to be found
in the zone nearest the water. Activities such as taking a
break for a snack or gathering around buckets to discuss and
examine particular animals should occur when the tide is ebbing
or flooding.
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Plus +++ check with agencies in you; area, aquaculture associations, the U. S. Coast Guard,. local corporations to
,

-

.
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see' what publications they may have available.
+4-
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OTHER LEARNING Alps

The' Alask4;State Museum,Was multi -media learning kiti.a;failable 6.
for use by Alaskarp,.schools, including a Salmon,kit.
Priority use
is 70..ven to bush schools.
Write:
Alaska State Museum, Pouch FM,
Junead, Alaska 99811.
r
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.
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Your school can order films through the Alaska State Film Library.
Their marine science/oceanography listings are too numerous to
mention, but.some topics that are dealt with include: marine
invertebr es, ocean currents, the beach, whales t, life cycle.of
the salmon, mollusks, tide pOol life, marine science careers,
sea birdi, octopus, the ocean as a food source, fishing techniques, the ecology of the ocean, and seacoast cultures.
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The Smithsonian Institution is currently field testing a binder'
-Of estuary study activities ($9.68). Activities include:
Beaohcombing, Mapping, Barnacles, Build 1, Trap, Fish Adaptations,
Fish; Marsh Muck, Crab4, Water in Motion, Menance 011 Slick,
Oil Sill Cleanup, ant Estuary 3-D Board. For more information
Nrite:
,t
.,

N.
SEA (Smithsonian Estuarine Activities)
lcli
Chesapeake Bay Cetiter For Environmental Studies
Smithsonian Institution
.1,..
P. O. Box 28
.
Edgewater, Maryland 21037:
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Posters on beach safety and pamphlets on tides, whalesr crabs, and
other marine topics are IVailable from the Oregon.StAte University,
Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program. For a catai,og and price list
(many are free) write:'
.

.

Extension Communication-Marine Advisoryliprpgram
Oregon-StateUniversity'AdS '422
Corvallis, OR 97331'
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7-1.

ALASKA SEA. WEEK EVALUATION PORM

imputer code numbers
(1-4)

.1. 'limn or village

(5)

2. Grade level

(6-7)

3. NuMber of students involved

(8 -10)

You may need to review paireilaska Sea Week materials to answer these questions.
4. How many classroom (ihdcJr) activities and worksheets did you use from each book?

BOk

Number of activities

(Grade level)'

Discovery (K)
Sea Anirals (1)Shells (2)
Glacial &: Intertidal Ecology (3)
Birds (4)
Fish (5)
Nan's_Apfluence on the Sea (6)

(11-12)
(13-14)
(15-16)
(17-18)
(19-20)
(21-22)
(23-24)

"

5. What is the total number of field (outdoor) activities used frorethe 7 books?

(25-26)

6. How many periods (1 11r2 each) did your class spend On the Sea Week Program?

(27-29)

Please ciwck the appropriate box to the right of each question.
,Titsdly

no
opinion

yes

ded. UG y

no

no

7% Were the Alaska Aea Week materials
relevant to youircuirictam2

(1)

(2i

(3)

(4

8. Did the Sea Week materials motivate students tc
improve their math, reading, & writing skills?

(1)

(21

(3Y

9. Did the Sea Week materialEupgrade your
science program?

(1)\_

(2!

(3)

10. Did students enjoy the Sea Week.activities?

(1)-

(2:

(3)

11: Did students develop a,greater pdareness,
45appkemation, and respect.for the sea?

(1)

(2:

.

s

(5)

(30)

(4;

(5)

(31).

(4:

(5)

(32)

(4,

(5)

(33)

(3)

(ti,

(5)

(34)

)

.

,

---,

12. Did students develop decision - making skills
necessary for reSolution of marine issues?

(1)

(2:

(3)

(4

(5)

(35)

13. Was the material appropriate for your
students' grade level?

(P)

''(2"\

(3)

(4,

(5)

(36)

(1)

(2:

(3)

(4).

(5)

(37)

(5)

(38)

*

1

14. Was the teacher backgromAd section adequate?
15. Were the teacher instructionA helpful' 6"
cxrplete?

16. Were parents and other community,membqrs
involved in youeSea Week?

.

6

...

(1)

(2'

(3)

(4:

(1)

(2,

(3)

(4)

(5)

(39)

(1Y

(2;

(3)

(4)

(5)

(40)

(1)

(2;

(3)

(4Y

(5)

(41)

4

17. Were parents favorably impressed with the
Sea Week Program?
18. Did Sea Week help improve the relationship
of the school to the community?

19. Rate your overall feelings about the 5ba Week %TERI*
20. Rate

ono

overall feelings about the Sea Meek PRORAM on
(OVER, PLEASE)

84

tt sca1eAi to 5.

(latc071

r-

(42)

(43)

21. How many teachers are in your school?
How many are using Sea Week materials'

-

(44-

22. Do you plan to introduce the Sea Week materials to other teachers? yes
no

23. Do you plan to use the Sea Week materials again? yes

(1)

no

(1)

(46)

(2)

(47)

(2)

24. Would you be-interested in attending a marine education/Sea Week workshop?
yes
(1)
no
(2)

(48)

,

If so, list your name and school address:

A

Name
4..ddress

25. What other comments do you have?
suggest?

Are there a y specific Improvements you would

44,
0,1

4

I

1

K

4'

Please return this completed form to Jill Thayer/B lle Plickalson AlaskeSea Grant
gto
University of Alaska, Fairbanks, Alaska' ,99701.
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